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Abstract

The problem of detecting gravitational wave sources with broad-baad interfer-
ometric detectors is characterized by the need to store ud process large a.mounte
of data, using pattern-matching techniques to fi.nd weaL radiation burieil in the
noise: I review the principal featues of this problem: setting thresholds for reliable
detection, using matched filtering to find coalescing binaies ud determine their
positions in the sky, the demands tbat real-time filteriag makes on computing ma-
chinern the diEculties of the puls{.r-search problem, the uees of cross-correlation,
using a networt of detectors to reconstmct the gravitational wave, aod difficulties
of data storage and exclange, Many resulte are presented lere for the first tiae.

Introduction

Laser-interferometric gravitational wave antenaas face one of the most formidable data
ha.redling problems io all of physics. The problem is compounded of several parts: the
data will be taken at reasonably high data rates (of the order oI20kfz of 16 bit data);
they may be accompanied by twice as much "housekeepiug" data to ensure thal the sys-
tem is working appropriatdy; the data will be collected 24 hours a day for many years;
the data need to be searched in real time for a variety of rare, weak events of short du-
ration (1 second or less); the data need to be seuched for pulsu signals; the data from
two or more detectors should be cross-correlated with each other; and the data need to
be archived in searchable form in case later iuformation makes a re-a.nalysis desirable:
One detector might generate 400 Mbytes of data each hour. Even using optical discs
or digital magnetic tapes with a capacity of 3 Gbytes, a network of 4 interferometers
would generate almost 5000 discs or tapes per year. The gathering, exchange, aoaly-
sis, and storage of these data will require international agreements on standa.rds and
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protocols. The object of all of this effort will of course be to make astronomical opserva-
tions. Because the detectors are neuly omni-ditectioual, a network of at least thiee and
preferably more detectors will be necessary to reconstruct a gravitatiooal wavp event
completely, from which the astronomical information can be inlerred.

In this chapter I will discuss the mathematical techniques lor analysing the d+ta and

reconstructing the waves, the technical probleme of handling the data, and thg possi-

bilities for international cooperatioo, as they appear in mid-1989. This discussion can

only be a snapshot in time, and a personal one al that. The subject is one t[at]can be

expected to develop considerably in the next decade. I will orient the diecussionrtoward
ground-based interferometers, with the seositivity aad spectral range expecte{ of the

instru.ments thai are planned to be built io the next decade. Much of the diicussion

naturally ic equally applicable to present prototypes, but it is important to looh ahead

towa.rds future detectors so that their data problems can be anticipated io theirjdesign.
A large pa.rt of the section on data analysis also applies to space-based interferbmeters

or to the aualysis of ranging data for interplanetary spocectaft, although in thefe cases

the volume of data is much lower because they operate as low-frequency detectors. I
will also assume that the interferometers will operate with a bandwidth greatir than
that of the signal, even when they are configured iq a resonant mode. In the Cxtreme
uarrow-banding case, in which the detectors have a bandwidth smaller than that of
the waves, the data analysis problem resembles that for bar detectors, as discussed by
Pizzdla elsewhere in this volume.

1.1 Signals to look for

The,li&dy sources ofgravitatiooal radiation are described by David Blair in {he first
part of this book. If a source is strong enough to stand out above the oois{ in the
time-series of data coming ofi the machine, then simple threshold-crossing criteria can
be used to isolate candidale events. If the event is too weal to be eeeq immediirtdy, it
may etill be picl.ed up by pattern-matching techniques, but the sensitivity to sucf events
will depend upon how much inlormation we have about the expected waveformJ At tbe
present time,. we have little idea of what waveform to expect ftom bursts of rddiation
ftom grevitational collapse (supernovae or electroniagnetically quiet collapses), so their
detectability depends upon their being strong enough to stand up above lhe bro+d-bald
noise. (Future detailed nurnerical calculations of gravitational collapse mayt chmge
this, of course.) On the other hand, we have detailed predictiona for the weveforms
ftom bina-ty coalescence and ftom continuous-wave sources such as pulsars; ttese can
be extracted ftom noisy data by various techniques, such as matched filtering, Pulsus
with a kuown position may be found ftom the output of a single detector by sirmpling
techniques. An all-sky search for unknown pulsars will be peiformed ot a ce4sitivity

that will ultimately be limited by the available computing power. Cross-cbr]relation
techniques between detectors can search for a stochastic background of radiation and

detect weak, unpredicted signals.



2 Analysis of the Data from Individual Detectors

Bursts and continuous-wave signals can in principle be detected by looking at the output

of one instrument. Of course, one must have coincident observations of the same waves

in different detectors, for several teasons: to increase one's confidence that the event is

real, to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the detection, and to gain extra information

with which to reconstruct the wave. The simplest detection strateg/ splits into two

parts: ffrst find the events in single detectors, then correlate them between detectots'

ln most cases this is likely to work, but in some cases it will only be possible to detect

signals in the first place by cross-correlating the output of different detectors. In this

section I will address the problem of finding candidate events in single detectore. Cross-

correlation will be treated later.

2,1 Finding broad-band bursts

A broad-band burst is u event whose energy is spread across the whole of the band-

width of the detector, which I will take to be something like 100-5000 Ez (although

considerable efforts are nolt being devoted to techniques for extending the bandwidth

down to 40 Hz or less). To be detected it has to compete against all of the detector's

noise, and the only way to identify it is to see it cross a pre-determined amplitude

threshold in the time-series of data coming ftom the detector. The main burst of radia-

tion from stellar core collapse may be lile this. Numerical simulations of axisyrnmetric

collapse (Evans 1986, Piran & Stark.1936) reveal, among other things, that after the

main burst there is - at least if a blacl hole is formed - a "ringdown phase" ia which

the rafiation is dominated by the fund"-ental quasi-normal oode of the black hole.

This phase lends itself to some degree of pattera-recognition, such as that which I will

describe for coalescing binaries in the next section. But it is unlikely that ringdown

radiation will sutrstanlially improve the signal-to-noise ratio of a collapse burst, since

it is damped out very quickly. Some simplified models of non-axisymmetric collapse

(e.9. Ipser & Managan 1984) suggest that if angular momentum dominates and non-

axis)'mmetric instabiUties deform the collapsing object into a tumbling tri-axial shape,

then a considerable part of the radiatiou will come out at a single slowly-changiug fre-

quency. If future three-dimensional numerical simulations of collapse bear this out,

then this would also be a candidate for pattern-matching, But one must bea.r in mind

that even if we have good predictions of waveforms ftom simulations, there will be an

intrinsic uncertainty due to ou complete lacl of kuowledge of the initial conditions we

might expect in a collapse, particularly regarding the angular momentuo of the core.
So it is not yet clear whether collapses will ever be ereier to see than the time-series
threshold criteria described next would indicate.

2.L.1 Simple threshold cr i ter ia

The idea of setting thtesholds is to exclude "false alarms" - apparent events thai are

generated by the detector noise. Thresholds are sel at a level which will guarantee
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that auy collection of events above the threshold will be ftee from contaminatilo lrom

false alarms at some level. The 'guaranteen is of course only statistical, and iit relies

or understaadiag tbe noise characteristics of the detector. I will assume here lbat the

noise is Gaussian and white over the observing bardwidth.

This should be a good first approximation, but thete ate at least two importaqt refine-

ments: ffrst, detector noise is ftequency-dependent, a.nd when we consider cgalescing

binaries this will be important; and second, one must allow fot unmodelled sources of

noise that will occasionally ptoduce large-amplitude'events'in individual dgtectors.

This latter ooise can be eliminated by demending coincident observations in other de-

tectors, provided we a,asuule that it is independent of noise in the other detectors and

that it is not Gaussian, in particular that there are {ewer low-anplitude noise events for

a given number of large-amplitude ones than we would expect of a Gaussian distribu-

tion. This implies that the cross-correlated noise between detectors will be dominated

by the Gaussian component. These assumptions are usually made in data analysis, but

it is important to check them as far as possible in a given set of data.

2.L.L.L Thresholds for aingle detectors. Assuming that the noise amplitude n in

any sampled point has a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and standBrd deviation

o, the probability that its absolute value will exceed a threshold ? (an event that we

call a "false alarm' retative to the threshold ?) is

_r,tbl . (1)

In the asymptotic approximation given by the recond equality, the ffrst term gives l0%
accuracy for T > 3.2o, and the first twolerms give similar sccuracy for f > 2,5o. llwe
want the expected number of false alarms to be one in JV*. data points, then we must
choose T such that

p(|" l> ") = rlNa,.

This ia a straightforvatd transcendental equation to solve. For ex.a^mple, if we imagine
looking for supernova bursts of a typical duration of I ms, then we might be sampling
the noise iu the output efiectively 1000 times per second. (If we want to riconstruct
the waveform we might use the data at its raw sanpled rate, say 4 kEz; but this would

require a larger signal-to-noise ratio thal simple detection, for which we could use the
data sampled at or averaged over I ms intervals.) If we wish no more than one false
alarm per yea.r, then we must choose ? = 6.6o.

2.1.1.2 Thregholde for multiple detectore. If rre have two detectorC, with in-
dependent noise but located on the same site, then we con dig deeper into the noise
by accepting oily coinciilenccs, which occut when both detectors simultaneously cross

their respective thresholds ?r ."d Tl. Given noise levels os and o2, respectiVely, the

criterion for the threshold is

" p( l ' l> q: (?)" L l* "-"naan: (:)" '  (+-*+.. .)"

(2)

p(l"l> rr)p(l"l> rr; : t7i1t*,. (3)
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6.63 ?.19 7.37 7.88
2 4.53 4.93 5.06 5.43
3 3.59 3.52 4.03 4.33
4 3.03 3.31 3.41 3.67

Table 1: Thresholds (in units of o) for various arrays and false-alarm probabilities.

For two identical detectors (or = ar), each making 1000 observations per second, the
Chreshold T needs to be set at only 4.5c1 to give one false alarn per y€ar. Similar.ly, three
identical detectors on the same site require ? = 3.6o and four can be set of ?:3.0o.
The improvement from two to fout detectors is a factor of 1.5 in sensitivitn or a factor of
3 in the volume of space that can be surveyed, and hence a similar improvement in the
expected event rate. This favorable cost/benefft ratio - in tbis case, a factor of three
improvement in event rate for a factor of two increase in expenditure - is characteristic
o[ uetworks of gravitational wave detectors, and indeed of aoy astronomical detector
network whose sensitivity is limited by internal noise uncorrelated between instruments.

In Table I I have given appropriate thresholds for a nunber of possible computer arrays
and interesting false-alarm probabilities. (The last two colums are relevant to coalescing
binaries, as discussed iu Sec. (2.2.3.3) below. The detectors are assumed to be identical,
Nol,ice that the thresholds are relatively insensitive to the false-alarm probability, since
we are far out on the Gaussian tail. Thresholds are given io units of c, the t.m.s. uoise
"-pl i tude.  i

,2.1-Z Threshold criteria with time delaya

I have qualified the discussion of multiple detectors so far by demanding that they be
on the same site; the reason is that if they are sepa.rated, then allowing for the possible
time delay between the arrival of a true signal in different detectors opens up a larger
window of time in which noise can masquerade as signal. suppose that two detectors
are separated by such a distance that the maximun time delay betweeo them is w
measuremeut intervals. (For ex"mple, Glasgow and california a.re separated by about
25 ms, wh.ich we take to be effectively *2b measurement intervals for collapse events,
This gives a total window size of 50 measurements.) Then in Eq. (3), the appropriate
probability to use on the right-hand side is l/ffa./I,[, sirce each possible .event" in
one detector must be compared with I4l possible coincident ones in the other.

In Table 1, t,he second and fourth columns of thresholds correspond to false-alarm prob*
abilities that are l/iolhof, the first a.ud third columns, respectively. For twoidentical
detectors, this "typical' window W : 5O raises the threshold T ftom 4.53o to 4.g3o.
Tlris is a 9% decrease in sensitivitS or a 2gvo decrease in the volume of space that can
be surveyed.

For three detectors, the situation begins to get more complex: as we will see later, if
three detectors see aq event that lasts considerably longer than their resolution time,
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there is a self-consistency check which may be used to reject spurious coincidejces. (The
check is that three detectors can determine the direction to the source, whicft must of
coume rcmain constant during the event.) For fout detectors, eveu o few fesolution
times are enough to apply a self-consistency check. [n principle, the quautitaiive effect
of these correctious will depend on the signal-to-noise ratio of lhe event, si4ce strong
events can be checked for consistelcy more rigorously than wea.L events can; But the
level of the threshold in turn will determine the minim'- signal-to-uoise ratio. A full
study of this problem has not yet been made, and can probably only be uhdertaLen
in the light of a more thorough investigation of the signal-reconsttuction problem lsee
Sec. (5) belowl.

2.2 Extracting coalescing binary signals l

Coalescing binaries ate good exa.mples of the type of signal that will ptobably on-ly be
seen by applying pattern-matching techniques: the raw a.mplitude ftom even tfe nearest
likely source will be below the level of broad-band noise in the detector. Neiertheless,
the signal is so predictable that interferometers should be able to see such syptems ten
times or rnore as distant as collapse sources, We will see that the sigaal ddpends on
two parameters, so when we discuss the coincidence problem from the point bl view of
patteru-matching, re will have to cousider the added uncertainty caused by this.

2.2.L The coalescing binary wave form

The amplitude of the radiation from e coalescing binary depends on the malses of the
stars and the ftequency / of the radiation, which together determine how farlapart the
stars are. It is usual to assurne that the stars are in circular orbits. Thii is a safe
assumption if the bina.ry system has existed in its present form long enough for its orbit
to have shrrnl substantially, since the timescale for the loss of eccentricitS e,/ E, is 2/l
of the similar timescale for the decrease of the semimajor axis o. lf the binart' has only
recently been formed, c.g, by tidal capture in a dense star cluster, then moie geoeral
wave forms can be erpected. I will not treat this complication in this paper. l

2.2,1.1 Amplitude. The model arsumes point particles iu a Newtonian orbit, #th
enetgy dissipatioo due to quadrupolar gravitational radiation reaction. I will discuss
corrections to this briefly below. The radiation amplitude when the radiation frequetrcy
ie / is given by the function:

At( f )  =2.6 v ro-23 (  L\" ' "  (  |  \ " ' "  / loo 
Mpc) 

.x io-- 
\t'ol l*iE;i l-;-i ' (4)

where .,V ig what I shall call the mcsr poramcler of the binary system, de{ned for a
system consisting of stars of masses m1 and m2 by the equation

M -m l l 5m3 l3 / ( ^ r+^ " ) t l t ,  ( 5 )



or equivalently by the more transparent formula,

M"lt = pM73,

where ;r is the usual reduced mass md M7 the total mass of the syste.. A system
consisting of two 1.4M6 stars has 1y1 : L.Z2Mo.

The numerical value of .46(/) is actually rhe mo,ximum observable value of the ampli-
tude, which obtains when the syetem is viewed down tbe axis of its augular Eomentum.
one must insert angular factors in ftont of the expression to get the wave rmplitude in
other directions. If one averages over these angular factors c?td over the angular factors
that describe the aotenna pattern of an interferometer, one obtaing a.n efiective mccz
a,.mplitudc only 2/5 of the maximu- (Thorne 19g?, Krolak l9g9).

2.2.L-2 Frequency' The binary's orbital period changes as gravitational waves ex-
tract energy from the system. The frequency of the radiation is twice the orbital fre-
quency, and its rate of change is

t = r " ( - \ o ' "  (  t  \ " ' "a - " \in"/ lni6/ 
Ez e-'' (?)

The maximum wave a.mplitude we expect, therefore, has the time-dependeuce

r.-*(r) = .4L[/(r)lcos (2" l'1<oar + o) , (8)
where fo is an arbitrarily defiaed sa.rrival timet, at which the signal reaches the aequency
/", and o is the sigual's phase at time t". This phase depends on where in their orbits
the stars are when the frequency reaches /". tfug emplitude increases slowly with the
frequency-depeudence of /r.

Doing the frequency integral explicitly gives

(6)

/(,) = 100 * " 
[(#)-"" 

_ w (#)'t" (?)] 
-"'

The phase integral is then

zn l ' . f{1at ' :

*,0 (#) 
-"' 

{ (,uh,) 
-"' - [(#; 

-"' _ 0,, (#)'," (?)] "']

Putting this into Eq. (8) for A-o"(r) gives the desired forouJa, which we will use in the
next section.

Notice that coalescence in tLe twe.point-pa.rticle model occurs when / = oo. For a
system whose radiation is at ftequency /, the remaining lifetime until this occurs is

r*t,,*^_u) = ," (#)_,," (#ur)*u ". (u)

(10)
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This is 3/8 o{ the formal timescale /// deducible from Eq. (?). Of course, for realietic
stars the Newtonian point-partide approximation breaks down before thia time, but if
the stats a^re neutron stars or solar-mass black holes, corrections need be mede only
in the last second or less. corrections due to post-Newtonian effects are the first to
become importaot in this case, followed by tidal and mass-transfer efrects. Tliese ha"e
been considered in detail by Krolak & Schutz (198?) ard Krola.L (1989). If et feast one
of the stars is a white dwarf, tidal corrections will become important wheo ?LL,**. is
still 1000 years or so, and / is tens of milliEertz; the system would only be cbservable
from space (Evans, el cI, 19E7). i

2.2.L-3 Fourier traneform of tbe coalescing binary signal. We shall ned be-
low uot only the wavelorm ll(l), but also its Fourier transform. We shall denote the
Fourier translorm of auy function g(t) by 0(/), given by

E17'�1 = 
!- o()e-2'it'd.. (12)

Provided that the ftequency of the coalescing binary signal is charging relatively slowly
(ic., that T-t"*w > l/ l_), the method of stationary phase can used to apploximale
the traosform of lr-",(l), Fr^""(f) (Thorne 198?; Dhurandhar, et cl, 1989t We shall
only need its magaitude,

tr.-,(.f)t*3.?x r0-'. (#)"" (#ur)-"'(l!9#") Ez-,. (13)

Thit gives good agreement with the resultg oI some numedcal integrations performed
by Schutz (1986). We shall use it in the next sections.

2.2.2 The mathematics of matched fllteriug: flnding the signal

Matched filtering is a linear pattern-matching technique designed to extract sig4als ftom
noise. For refetences on the theory outlined in this and subsequent sectionc, the reader
may consult a number of books on sigoal analysis, such as srinath & Rajaseka.tan (rg?g).

2.2.2-l Describing the noise. To use matched ffltering we have fust to define
oome properties of the noise, n(l). we expect thet n(l) will be a random vari*ble, and
we use angle braclete ( ) to denote expectation values of functions o( this noise. It is
usually more convenient to deal with the noise as a function of frequency, as described
by ite f'ourier transform it(f). We shall assume that the noise has zero mean,

(n ( . ) ) : ( n ( t ) )=0 .

we shall also assume that the noise is rtclioro,ry, i.c. that its statistical properties are
independent of time. Then the spectrol ilentity oI (amplitude) noise .9(/) is deffned by
the equation

(n(/)n'(/')) = s(J\6(f - f,), (14)
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where a * denotes complex conjugation. This says two thiogs: (i) the uoise at difterent
ftequeucies is uncorrelatedl and (ir) the autocorrelation of the noise at a single ftequency
has variance 5(/), apart from the normalization provided by the delta function, which
arises essentially because our formalism assumes that the noise stream is infinite in
duration. (Texts on signal processingoften define s(f) in terms ofa normalized Fourier
transform of the autocorrelation function of a discretely sampled time-series of noise
n;(t). The continuous limit of this definition is equivalent to ours.) Since n(t) is real,
5(/) is real and an even function of /.

2.2.2.2 Noise in an interferometer. ffiiic aoise has a constant spectrum, which
means that 5(/) is independent of f. rnletlercmeters have rDaly sources of noise, as
described in the article by winkler in this volume or by Thorne (198?). In this treatment
I will consider only two: shot noise, which limits the sensitivity of a detector at mosr
ftequencies; and seismic noise, which I idealize as a 'barriert that makes a lower cutoff
on the sensitivity of the detector at a Aequency /,.

The shot noise is intrinsically white (that is, as a noise on the photodetector), but - de-
pending on the conffguration of the detector - the detectorts seusitivity to gravitational
waves depeuds on frequency, so the relevant noise is the photon white noise fivided by
the ftequency response of the detector (called its trontfcr frrction). we denote this
'gravitational wave" spectral density by so(.f). I will assume that the detector is in the
standard recycling configuration, so that (allowing for the seismic cutoff) we have

sr(/) = 
{!l"xt+utfi"l

for
for

f > f , ,
l < f , .

(15)

Here /t is the so-called "tnee" frequeucn which may be chosen by the experimenter
..when recycling is implernented, and o 1(f) is the standa.rd deviation of the aequeucy-
domain noise at f .

ln the usual discussions of source strength os. detector noise [e.9. Thorne (198?)1, what
is iaken to be the detector noise as a function of frequency / ie o/f), not [Su(;;;rlz,
because it is assumed in those discussioss that the knee ftequency /r will be optimized
by the experimenter for the puticular rmge of frequencies bein6 studied, so that c1 is
representative of the noise that the experimenter would encounter. Latet in this section
we will see that the optimum value of I for observing coalescing binaries is 1.44/,.

2.2.2.3 The matched flltering theorem. Now, the fundamental theorem ve need
in order to extract the signal from the noise is the matched filtering theorem. If we have
a signal h(t) buried in noise n(l), so that the output of our detector is

o ( t ) : h ( t ) + n ( t ) ,

and i{ the Fourier transform of the signal is [11;, tLe" any stationary, linear operation
on the output can be expressed as a correlation with a filter q(l):

c( l )  =  (ooqx t )

(16)

(17)

This is the la.rgest s/IV achievable with a linea.r filter, Moreover, given a waveform lr(t)
lhat one wants to loot for, a.ud given a seismic cutoft frequency 1,, olre can ]ask what
value o[ the llree frequency .fr one should take in 5L(J) in Eq. (22) to maxidize S/jV.
For coalescing binaries, one can use the explicit erpression tor [(y) given in ni. 1tf; to

(1e)

(20)

of filter for detecting the signal h(l) is

fiu) = khf)ls^(f),

(ratio of maximum value to the standard deviation of the noise) is given bf the Ley
equation

(##)l=,1"*w* (22)

where lc is any consta.ot. With this filter, if the output coniains a signal, thed c(t) will
reach a maximum at a time t that corresponds to the time in the output dtream at
which the signal reaches the point l' : 0 in the waveform h(/). Of course, loise will
distort the form of c(t), but the erpected amplitude signal-to-noise ratio s/IV in c(t)

o(r')q(t'tt)dt'

= I]-utnrtf)e2,irtr

The expectation value of the output c(t) of the filter is the filter's signal,

(c( r ) )  =( [oe)( r ) . I  (18)

The noise that passes through the filter is Gaussiao if n(t) is Gaussian, and it{ variance

, (tc(r) - (c(,))1,) = Il_t<,ltc(nr $.
This gives a'rawt signal-to-noise ratio of

$r'r:m#i#irr
The idea of matching the filter to the sigaal comes from findiug the filter g(t) that
maximizes this signal-to-noise ratio. It is not difficult to show that the optimal choice

I (2r)
l

show that this value, as mentioned earlier, is (Thorne 1982, Krolat 1989)

(fr)q : Laaf'

2.2.2.4 Thresholde for the detection of coaleacing binariee. Naturally, in a
real experiment one doe not know if a signal is present or not. one then usei the size
of S/lV to decide on the likelihood of the corelation being the result of noise. lL r"iaay
used criterion is the Neyman-Pearson test of significance (Davis 1989), basid on the
Iikelihood, rctio, defined as the ratio of the probability that the signal is presqnt to the
probability that the signal is absent (false alarm). If the noise is Gaussian,ltLren the
Neymaa-Pearson "best' criterion is just to calculate the chance of a false ataim iu the



l l

matched filter given by Eq. (2f), exactly as described in Sec. (2,1.1) with zlo replaced
by s/Iv.

seuches for coalescing binaries can therefore be carried out by applying threshold crite-
ria to the correlations produced by ffltering. The false-alarm probabilities for detecting
a coalescing binary have to be calculated with some care, however, because we must
allow for the fact that we have in general to apply many independent filters, for difierent
values of the mass parameter M, and this increases the chance of a false alarm. I will
consider the necessmy corrections in Sec. (2.2.3) below.

2-2.2.5 Determining the time-of-arival of tbe signal. It is importa.ut for grav-
itational wave experiments that, by filtering the data stream, one not only determines
the preseuce of a signal, but one also fixes its ctime of arrivalt, deffned as the time t","
at which the signal reaches the l'= 0 point in the filter lr(tr). The standard deviation
in the measurement of t",,is 61",,, which is given by an equation similar to Eq. (22)
(Srinath & Rajasekaran 1979; Dhuraodhar, ct cl, 1989):

t2

Another serious source of error in timing has been stressed by Alberto Lob{ (private
communication). As is apparent in the calculations of Schutz (1986), when a inaveform
has a frequency that changes only slowly with time, there can be an ^-bigdty in the
identiffcation of the peak in the corrdatioo that gives the correct time-of-a.rrival. This
is because a shilt of the filter by one cycle relative to the waveform will not delrade the
correlatiou Euch if the frrequency is roughly constast. Our timing accuracy formula
gives in some sense the width of the correlation peak, but the spacing between peaks
is much latger, of order 1//e for coalescing binaries. Unless the signal-to-noiqe ratio is
high enough to petmit reliable discrimination between peaks, this may be the dominant
timing error. It is possible that cr<iss-correlation between detectors will still be able to
give correct time delays, as in Sec. (4.2) below, but this remains to be investigated.

It may seem paradoxical that, if detector physicists 6ucce€d in lowering the seismic
barrier to, say, 50 Hz, the arrival-time-resolution given by Eq. (24) appears to get worse
as /.-rt This is not a real worsening, of coursel the increase in S/1V due to the lower
seismic cutoff (gaining I l-716 if fi remains optimized to /.) oore than compensales
lhe ll f, factor, and the timing accuracy improves.

2.2,2.A Implications for the sampling rate. In practice, one only sarnples the
data stream at a finite rate, uot continuously. It is cleu ftom Eq. (22) that one must
sample at least as fast as is requited to determine [(;) at alt frequencies that coutribute
sigoificantly to the integral for the optimrm signal-to-noise ratio: at least twice as fast

" as the largest required &equency inE(f). For the coalescirg bioary, whose transform is
giveu approximatdy by Eq. (13), the power spectrum | [(l) l, f"I" ofi as /-rl!, ard the
'recyding shot noise multiplies a further factor of /-r into this, Thus, when / rises lo,
say,4 times /,, the integrandin Eq. (2?) will have fallen off to about 0.005 ofits value
at /.. Truncating the integration here should be enough to guarantee that the filter
comes within 1% of the optimum signal-to-noise ratio. This would require 6 s^-pling
rate of 8/,, or 800 Hz if we take f, * 100 Hz.

Similar but more stringent tequirements apply if one wants good timing. If the s'mplint
rate is smaller than twice the largest frequency at which the integtand in Eq. (23)
contributes signiffcantly, theu in the uumerical calculetion the arrival time accuacy
will be worse than optimum. This is an important lesson: in choosing one's sampling
speed onc thould ensurc that onc car get good cccxtc,cy in Eq. (25), whose inlegrand

lolls ofi less rupidly wilh lrcqrency lhon l.hat ol Eq. (el). lf one does seriple at an
adequate rate, then it is possible to determine the time of arrival of a sigual to much
greater precision thaa the ea.mplilg time, provided the signal-te.noise ratio is much
greater tha.n unitp (See, for example, the numerical expedments reported by Gursel &
Tinto 1989.) For a coalescing binary, taking timing accuracy into account does not
significutly increase the smpling rate over that required for a god signal-teuoise
ratio.

2.2.2.T Determining the parameters of the waveform. Naively, qne might
expect that by performing filtering of the incoming data stream with many independent
filters, one would just identify the filter that gives the best correlation with the signal

#=rlJff i*:an, loWr, (23)

wuere lr(/) is the Fourier transform of the time derivative of [(r). If either the signal
or the detectorts sensilivity is narrow-band about a ftequency /s, then a reasonable
approximation to Eq. (23) is

6'?':=h#,
where ^5/N is the optimum signal-to-noise ratio as computed ftom Eq. (22). This is
a good approximation as long as 5/N is reasonably large compared to 1. If we use
Eq. (13) for ;(/) then it is not hud to show that, for coJe"ciog bina.ries (Dhurandhu,
cl cl, 1989)

6ro, ,=Q.!{ ( ry)  
#ms. (25)

(24)

For exa.mple, if the signal-to-noise ratio is ? (the smallest for detection by a single
detector) and the seismic limit is 100 Hz, then the timing accuracy would be 0.1 ms. lf
the signal-t+noire is r high as 30, which could occur a few times pet yeaa (see below),
then the signal could be timed to 30 ps. Considering that the time it ta&es the wave
to travel from one detector to another will typically be ls-20 ms, this timing accuracy
would translate into good directional information. I will explain below how this can be
done.

flowever, iu practice it will tun out that these numbers re too optimistic, perhaps by
a factor of two. The remon is that one needs to determiue other pumeters r well from
the signal, such as the mass puamel,er tH and the phase. The errors in these parameters
correlate, with the result that dlo,, is afiected by, for example, drV. Schutz (19S6) has
shown numerically that a small change in the mass pa.rameter cao masquerade as a
displacement in the time-of-arrival of the signal, Thio effect will have to be quantiffed
before realistic estimates of the timing accuracy can be made.
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and ther infer the mass parametef, n-hase, amplitude, and time of arrival from that.It is possible to do berrer 
.rhu.o thi",'ho*u"[',r"i-Jg ti""u ,"r"*-*._l,]"rT"'i n.,",.This is called nonlinear fiItering, and there ;" ;;y possibre ways to proceed. Forour problem, one of the mosr attractive is the Kallianpur-strieber (KS) fflter, describedby Davis (1989). Rather than teproduce o""i"'" "rL discussioo of this method, I willsimply refer the reader to his arlicre -d to tie u.s". ,uoi" of pasetti (r98?), whichis the first attempt ," Ou:1:"_:_"u-erical_slstem 

iJO"t* ofdetecting coalescing binary

lTi":f i,:;:-"::ffiT:rrf"H"t",".r*",tisi,Lr,ir"s,.lil;;";;;;:"*""_.

2.2,3 Threshold criteria for flltered cignale

2'2'3'l Number of flltere needed. when searching a data stream for coarescingbinary signals, we cannot presume ahead of time that we know what the mass parameter.ru' will be: not all neutron stars may have mass 1.4i46, and some binaries may containblact holes of mass rs or 20 M@. we,l*"r"." Ju rave to fflter the data wit' a.familyof filters lr:,fh M tunning through tl. "rogu, .ry, 0 .-r_"O *f".
Eow maqy fflters should there be? This question has not yet received enough study.The calculationi of Dhurandhar, cr cl (lsasisir-1u, two firters with mass parametersdifering by a few percenl have- risrii"""tiy ."ao"li .o..a.tion, so tbe fi,lters in thefamily should not be more widely spaced tl"" tur norever, it is not tnowa whetherthey should be more clo".ry spaced,'t" r""i;;*;;; weak signals. rf we tare successivefilters to have mass parameters-that.increase uy if. rt each step, then we need about500 filters to span the range (0.25,,80) in tvl.
Eowever, there is also another pa"u,mete" in the filter, Eq. (g): the phase iD, aboutwhich I have so far said rittle. w'en tn" r..," ""J""s at the detector with flgqusa.yl, so that it is jrrst becomiug. derectable, 1," ni*" _"";;;;,d;;;',rri.illr, ""the binary's history. Filters with d.iffereui pn*" -ort therefore be used. Inspection ofEq' (8) reveals that the phase is " "oost"n't u,tr" ii. cosine term for the duration ofthe signal. It follows that only two filters *itn an"."it phases will sufice to determinethe phase and ampritudeof tle signal "" ,r" *"r-ption of a given mass parameter.For convenience one misht choo"e O : 0 and O :112. Tbis increases the nrrmgss e[filters to about 1000. lis"". 1z.z.s; *" Jili""r-", ih".o-p,rtiogdemands that thisflltering makes on the data analysis ryrt".. rr iu. present section we shall consider thesignal- to.noise implications.

2'2'3'2 Effective aamoring rate. First it will be necessary to establish what thefiltering equivalent of the sampling rate is, so that *e can calcurate the probab'ity of,say' one false alarm per ye.r. In our original calcuration of the false-ararm probability,the sampling rate told us how many r'""a"o"J""il"ta points there were per year,on the ass'mption of white noise, which meant that each data point o,"" ,tiirti"ruyindepeudent, no matter how rapidiy s^-ples -;,*i;. Ia the present case, the outpurof thef i l ter is thecorrelat iongiveninnq, i re) .  
r i i " - r . i r " i " ; t ,but thenoise' isnolonger

white, having been filtered. The key;;b"t th;i;;want here is the -decorrelation

yu*:,,:u,r",r"""i*tffi .ffi fi:::,":"',tffi'hI,t":#::ili,ff l$ j:::here of the s"mpling rate i1 thi U"*, p-Ut"_-;;-i7;,, which I wilt call lhe effcctioe
::yr:ir::". 

This is the rare ar which successive ioi"p"od"nt dara poinrl arrive from

llT"-:-i*:i.as 
the rime i"l::d r. between successive appticarions of rie filter that

each filter.

furlher details see Table l.

urrt =lLJt).! ' . i-\,/_ 
S,rC)_ e7)

For coalescing binaries, we have a.rready discussed some of the properties of t$is functionat the end oI Sec. (2.2.2.6). It is strongly n"J"J ""* f,, and in patticular ihe seismicbarrier cuts it off rapidlv below /,. rt r.n"*; ii"ir* ai--." r o L / f , rheautocorrelationfunction is nearly zero: the efiective ""-pli";;;; i""aboot /,. To play it safe, I willwort with a rate rwice this la.rge,.o1 ,". ;'fid;;;pling time of 0.008 s. This giveseffectively 6 x 10e samples - statistically iod"p"ndeoi ruter outputs _ Ou, ,"*. 
,

To develop a criterion for statistical independence, we consider the autfcorrerationfuuction of the fflter output when ,rc a","j"" l*o,i, "1r1 is pure uoise n({):

c(r) = 
; [-  

c(r) c(t + r)dt. (26)

I:'j*_i.f-,1"-*"_:llti"n 
rime ro.be the rime r. such rhar c(r) is fma[ fot allr ) r,. We can learn what rhis is !r n-olinr tl"t it i" "rti_i;;;;:, jil:#;.,

transfiorm of a(r) is, when the optimal fftf_, ;,.. * "]. ,or, ,_ ..-^,transfiorm of a(r) is, when the optimal nftl gi""" ;" ;;. A;;;*4 
'*'I

2.2.3.3 Thresholds for coalescing binary flltera. Now. assumi., rhrr rt - *is Gaussian, rh. ;;;* of the fatse-oro* --^r_*",,I1I1 T""T"e 
that the rorseis Gaussian, the calc'latiou of the fal"se-"I-J r."*u,u,, *;1tr;:,Ti.T;:X:similar to our earlier one in-Sec. (2.1.2). wh;;;1"* ," allow for is thati there willbe some 1000 independent ffltc," aoa|'  ̂ f-,r:-L -^-,rr .HX*::::i:,^:L*li3:1",)*ili*u"i;il;";il:J j:.J.Hi:ffi [:lli:"i";":ff ::::**f-a",""i".."il"'.;ffilr;il:ff ffi ;:::T?;l:jff '"i:':-:"'::-"j":1.:.I1T:o,'1,ii?ii1*;;;il;#;il;1lf ::l;.f i;sj or one expedment with no ffIt." ".i " "l--:;;i- 

':: o o*Punt l|m'e ot o'005

rhe nrr_',-. ^, -^:_r_ .- , l" l,"r -Td-a 
sampling time of b x 10_i s. 

"tfiJl""..*""

the number or,;'"" ;;;;",iiiH"":filT:,'ff:t_: X.:: ,":.:i; n;:X;
;"T'":Tl:i":*"JT:":::':::y:::::l',"rl"li"r.,u" ,h,*-h"'a*;';;'"."10r",
3:,T:,t^1:,Y: j"",y.".Tt*aoo"o.,*iio;;;."-a;;ilfrl"ill,ijir":ffj,a�J
il:',i:::::,::,::lt":it,l"li:tiiF1l-1jof iJ"lff 3]']: j::ffi''l:
llil::T"1"1t"I il.,:^r:r. is rz% Hel"r tb"" ;.-";n;;ff;;J": "1T ilT$j;
These figures should not be taren as graveu in stone: they 'rustrate the confequeucesof a particular set of assumptions. Aietter ""r""roii"" of the noise properties of the
:*T: lil:::,"1i,::i:"r3:ff ;; fi;;;;1i,.- ,o* the detectoi nciise reary

2.2.4 Two wayr of looking at the improvement matched flltering bringa

The discussion of matched fiIterins so f1 
lras 

been fairly technicar, with the emphasis onmnking 'slit61. and ptecise estimates of the achierable'.igorl-to-ooire ratios aJd tirning
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accuiacy. Io this section I will change the approach and try to develop approximate
but instructive ways of looking at the business of matched filtering. The idea is to
understand how matched filtering improves the seusitivity of an interferorneter beyond
its sensitivity to wide-band bursts. We will look at two points of view: comparing the
sensitivity of the detector to broad-band and narrow-band signals that have either (i)

.,0: 
."-. rmplitude or (ii) the same total energy.

2.2.4.t Improving the visibility of aignals of a given amplitude. Let us con-
sider two signals of the same atoplitude lr, one of which is a broad-band burst of radiation
centered at /g and the other of which is a relatively na^rrow-baad signal with n cycles
at roughly the ftequency /r, The siguals are observed with difterent recycling detectorc
optimized at their respective frequencies, .fo and .fi, possibly cootaiaed in the same
detector system, as is envisioned in some present designs, The broad-baud signal has

(*f): = ,rw*
" #il[: thar dt
" 

/5,l: lh(')t 'dr. (28)

Now, the integrand in Eq. (2S) for a burst lasts typically only for a time l//s, so we
have

.lFor the narrow-band sigual, we obtain again Eq. (28), but with /s replaced by f1. Now,
however, the signal lasts a cycles, z lime nf f1. This leads i--ediately to

(*)"* ahp (2s)

/ S \ hntlz

\ivl, = 
;IilIr (30)

Compuing Eqs. (29) and (30), we see that a narrow-bmd signal has an advantage
ol ,fi over a burst of the s,-e '-plitude and frequency, provided we have enough
understanding of the signal to use matched filtering.l

For the coalescing binary one may approximate n by fr/i, ^d this cao be la.rge (of
order 200). coalescing biouies gain further when compared to supernova bursts because
of their lower ftequency: because o1 depends on J as trl?, there is a {urther gain of a
factor of folfi, which cm be 7 or so. Therefore, a coalescing binuy signal rnight have
something like 100 times the S/N oI a supernova burst o/ lhe somc cmplilrdcl This
exag8erates somewhat the advantage that coalescing binaries have as a potential source
of gravitational waves, since their intrinsic "mplitudes may be smaller than those ftom
supernova€, but it does show why they a^re such interesting sources.

rFor this remn, plole ofburst seosilivity for broadband detcctors, such u ooe fio& in Thoruc (198?),
typically plot lhe cffcctirc ompl;lldc /ry'i'ot a signal, rather thau jurt h. This allowr one to comparc
Bupcroova bursts and coaleing binary rignale on the sme graph.
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2.2.4.2 Improviug the visiblity of aignale of a given energy. The other way
of looking at ffltering is in tern6 of energy. This is very instructive, becauje it shows
*whyo matched filtering worlcs. We have just seen that a aarrow-band siglal with n
cycles has a higher S/IV than a broad-band burst of I cycle that has the sameiamplitude
a.nd frequency, by a factor of n6. But lhe crergy in ihe nrrow-bend signalris n times
that in the burst. This is because the energr flux in a gravitational wave is l

Fo-ofrh"y, (31)

and thus the total energr E in a signal passing lhrough a detector during thd time n/ |
that the burst lasts is given by the proportionality

E u. h' � fz(nlt)  = t f  h' .

If we solve this erpression for nlrt and put it into Eq. (30), we find

(32)

since thie is indepeodent of n, it applies to broad-band and narrow-band signals equally.
It shows that if two signals send the same total energr through an intelferometric
detector, alrd if they have the same Aequency, then they will have the s.ioe signal-

' to-noise ratio, again provided we have enough information to do the matched filtering
where necessany.

This provides a somewhat more realistic comparison of coalescing binaries ond super-
novan, since a coalesciug binary radiates a substantial amount o{ energr in grovitational
waves, of the order of 0.01 Ms. This is similar to the energr one might expect from a
moderate to stroag gravitational collapse. The advantage that coalescing bilaries have
is that they emit their energpr at a lower frequency. The fitctot of. lo1 6. f3l2 i,t Eq, (32)
gives them an advaotage of a factor of roughly 20 over a collapse generating the same
enetry at the same distance. If laser interferometric detectors achieve a broed-ba.nd
sensitivity of 10-'2, as current designs suggest will be possible, then they will be able
to see moderate supernova€ as far away as 50 Mpc, This volume includes oeveral star-
burst galaxies, where the supernova rate may be much higher thm average.iThey will
therefore also be able to see coalescing binaries at distances approaching I Gpc,

2.2.5 The technology of real-time flltering

2.2-5.L Bacic requirementa. In thig section I will discuss the technical feuibility
of performiug matched filtering on a data atream in .real timen, i,c. leeping up with
the data as it comes out of a detector. Since coalescing binaries seem to make the
most stringent demands, I will take them as fixing the requirements of the computing
system, We have seen that we need a data stream 3^-pled at a rate of about I kEz
in order to obtain the best 5/N and timing information, so I will use this data rate
to discover the minimurn requirements. It is likely that the actual samplin6 rates rrsed

s Etlt
N " 

l"rU)'
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in the experiments will be much higher, but they can easily be ffltered down to 1 kEz
before being analyzed. If the seismic cutofiis 100 Hz, then the duration of the signal, at
least until tidal or post-Newtonian effects become important, will be less than 2 seconds
in almost all cases. This means that a filter need have no ttrore than about 2000 Z-bvte
data points.

The quickest way of doing the correlations necessary for filtering is to use fast Fourier
transforms (FFT's) to trans{orm the fi,lter and signal, multiply the signal transform by
the complex conjugate of the filter transform, and invert the product to find the corre-
lation. The correlation can then be tested for places where it exceeds pre-set thresholds,
and the resulting candidate eventg can be subjected to further analysis later. This fur-
ther analysis might involve: finding the best value of the mass parameter and phase
parameterl filtering with filters matched to the post-Newtonian wavelorm to find other
parameters that could determine the individual masses of the stars; looking for unmod-
elled effects, such m tides or mass transfer; looking for the final burst of gravitational
radiation as the two stars coalescel and of course processing lists of these events for
comparison with the outputs of other detectots. since the number of significant events
is litely to be relatively small, the most demanding aspect of this scenario is likely to
be the initial correlation with 1000 coalesciog binuy filters.

2.2.5.2 Discrete correlations, One way the processing might be done is as follows.
The discrete correlation between a data set containing the JV values {,1;, i :0, . , . , ff -
1) and a fi.lter containing the N values {1r1, &:0,...,/V - l} is usually given by the
circtlar correlation formula:

il-r

-  c 1 = ( d o h ) r : l d i h i a 1 ,  l = 0 , . . . , f - 1 ,  ( g g )
i=o

where we extcud the fllter by making it periodic:

h i+P :  h;Yj '

The circular correlation formula has a danger, because the data set and ff.lter are not
really periodic. In practice, this mems that we should male the data set much longer
than the (non-zero part of the) filter, so that only when the filter is nsplit, between
the beginning and the end of the data setr does the circular correlation give the wrong
:urswer. Thrrs, even if each filter requires only ffa ( 2000 points, it is more efficient
to split the data set up into segments of length N > iV,, points, and to use a filter
which has formally the same length, but the fust N - Nl of whose elemeats are zero. (I .
am grateful to Harry Ward for stressing the need to pay attention to this point.) The
"padding" by zeros ensures that the periodicity of lr corrupts only the last N6 elements
of the correlation. This can be rectified by forgetting these elements and beginning 1[g
next dat,a segment N;, elements before lhe end of the previous one: this overlap ensures
that the first, /V;. elements o{ the next correlation replace the corrupt elements of the
previorrs one with correct values. Since this procedure involves filtering some parts of
the data set twice, it is desirable to make it a small fraction of the set, namely to make

t8

N6 small compared to ff. This efficiency consideration is, however, balanced try the

extra numerical wotk required to calculate long correlations, increasing as ln{. Tbis
rises as follows. 

]

2.2.6.g Correlation by FFT. The fastest way to do long correlatiooa on algeneral-
purpose computer is to use Fourier tiansfor-rs (or related Eartley transforms). Fot a

disctete data set lili, i = 1, , , . , JV - 1) , the discrete (circular) Fourier transfor$ (DFT)

i s  the  se t  { i * ,  f t :1 , . , . , f f  -  1 }  g iven  by

whose inverse is

&=Di l ;e -z t i i r c lx ,
,=o

r /v_l

, I i=* l i i r " ' * ' ; r tn .
" *=o

(34)

(35)

Then the discrete versiou of the convolution thmrem Eq. (f 7) is m follows. Giiven tbe
(circular) correlation {c;} of two sets {d;} and {n;} as in Eq. (33), its DFT is

er : (ar)r nr,

where an asterisk denotes complex conjugation.

Fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorith-" may require typically 3iV log, ff real floating-
point operations (additions and multiplications) to compute the traqsform of a set of
N real elements, provided N is an integir power of 2 (which can usually be
(I neglect overheads due to integer arithmetic concerned with the index i
in such routines and, possibly signifieantly, memory access overheads.) To te the

d*
original

transfotms, giving a total of 9N logl N + 4lI real floating-point operations. is to
be compared with the 2N2 - N operations required to calculate the directly
from Eq. (33). As long as JV > 16 it will be quicker to use FFTs.

In practice, one would compute once and store the DFT of all M frlters, so that in real
time the data would have to be transformed only once, and then M products of data and
filter calculated and inverse-transformed. This would require 3N(M * 1) log, /V + 4/VM
floating poiut operations.

2.2.6.4 Optimal length of a data eet. We must now remind outselveq that in
order to achieve the economies of the FFT algorithm, we must use the circulBr corre-
lation, which has an extra cost associated with the overlaps we are required tg take in
successive data sets. For a given filter length (say lV1 ( N non-zero poinls in {he fi.lter
time-series), we can reduce the fractional size of these overlaps by mal<ing { larger,
but this increases the cost of the FFT logarithmically in N. Is there an optim{un ratio

. (36)

I

corre_latiou of two such sets, then, would require three transforms - two to
and /r1 aod a third to invert the product ds - and the multiplication of the



Nt IV z Ntt ' lq , f  NuM
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

.488

.244

.122

.061

.031

.488

.244

.122

.061

.031

2rr
Zn
2r5
2r1
2r6
2r2
213
2r4
216
216

72
53
49
49
50
78
37
62
52
64

Table 2: The consequences of various strate6ies for applyiag filters of "true" length
,1V1, padded out with zeros to a length .iV, to very long data sets. See text, especially
Eq. (37), for details.

IV1/N? The total cost of analysiug a data set containing a very large number Nror ) ,lV
of elements, split up into segments of length N is

N11etq,= -&-1siv1 M +r) tosrN +4NMl.
t r  -  t r  t

We want to minimize this with respect to variations in ,lV holding N1 and M (the
iirimber of fiIters) ffxed. It is mote conv'enieot to introduce the variable a = jVr/JV, which
measures the fractional overlap ofsuccessive data sets, In terms of z the expression is:

N 1r pt q,(x)= Stqt * 1)log, ! * o*1. (37)

As long as the uumber of filters M is large, the optimum a will be independent of M;
it will depend only on ffy, the "true" length of the filter. This is illustrated in Table 2,
which gives z zrd, N n er ,r,f N M, the number of floating-point operations per data point
per filter, as required by various strategies, alwaye taking iVr* to be an integet power
of.2.

l{ we take ,lVy to be 2000, then the optimum r is .057; iI N1 = 1000 theu the best r is
.061. But the minimum it N16op, is a flat one, and one c.ut increase the value of a
quite a bit without compromising speed. This is important, because each stored filter
trmsform must contain iV points, so the larger we make e, the smaller will be our core
memory requirements. From this it is cleas that choosing an overlap between successive
data sets of around 25Vo gves a CPU demand that is only slightly higher than ojrtimun
and reduces storage requirements to a minimum.

2.2,6.5 Demanda on computing power, Based on these calculations, aud as-
suming a data rate of 1000 2-byte samples per second with a 2-second fi.lter length
(Nr = 2000), it follows that doing 1000 filters in real time requires a computer capable
of 60 l{flops (where 1 Mflop is 106 floating-point operations per second), and storage for

1000 filters, each of length 16k bytes. This is withio the capabilities of present-day inex-
pensive (< t100k) workstations with add-on array-processors, or of stand-alooe arrays
of transputers or other fast nicroprocessors. In five yeats it should be trivial.

There are many possible ways to speed up the calculation if CPU rates are I problem. It
Inay be that special-purpose digital-signal-processing chips would be faster than general-
purpose microprocessors for this problem. lt might be possible to do the calculation in
block-integer format rather than floating-point, with filters that consist of cru{e steps
rather than accurate representations of the waveloro (Dewey 1986), These ehould be
analyzed further. Another posEible CPU-saver is described in the aext section.

2.2.A Smith's interpolation method for coaloecing binarieg

2.2.6.1 A different way of looking at coaleacing binary signals. An illglrr-
tivq stislqp' Lr coalescing binaries has been proposed aud implemented by SEith (1937).
This iateresting idea is based upon the following observation: if two coalescing qystems
of difrerent mass parameters happen to have the sa.me time of coalescence, then their
signalst frequencies will remain strictly proportional to one a.nother right up to the mo-
ment ofcoalescence. This follows froo the fect th*, dl/dt is proportional to a power of

/, so that, as remarked after Eq. (11), there is a constaqt a independent of the masses
euch that T^t.** = af I i. If two signals with present ftequencies h al,d fz have the
sa.ute [o1",-.-, then it follows that

i r h
i = i

Since if their times to coalescence are equal at one time then they are necessarily equal
for all latet times, this equation can be inte6rated to give h f fz : const.

Now suppose that the data stream is sampled at constant increments of the phase of
signal 1, i.e. it is 5;mpled at a rate that accelerates with the frequency fi. then if
a Fourier transform is performed oo t[s srmpled points, the signal will appea.r.just as
a pure sinusoid, allowiog it to be identified without sophisticated filtering. Moreover,
a.ad this is the Ley poiot, everJr other signal with the same time to coalescence will have
been sampled at consta.qt incremento of its phase as well, since its frequency has been e
constant times the ffrst signal's ftequency. So signals from any binary coalescing at the
sa.me time, no matter what its mass paraoeter, will be exposed by the eiogle Fourier
transform. Thus, one Fourier transform would seen to have done the wor& of all 1000
filtersl

2.2.6.2 flow much work is required? The situation is not quite that god, how-
ever, because 8 signal with a different coalesceuce tirne will not be visible in the trans-
form of the points sampled in the manner just described. Therefore, data must be
5r-pled over again at the increasing rate cnding at cach potsiblc timc ol coalcsccncc ol
thc binory. If this is done, then every possible signal will be picked up.

One way of implementing this method would be to sarnple the detector output at e
constant rate (e.9. 1000 Hz) and then interpolate to form the data sets that are given

dh
dh
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to the FFT routine. (Livas 1987 used this meihod to search for pulsars in a particular
direction.) If we compare this interpolation method with the filteriog described earlier,
one trades the work of doing 1000 Fourier transforms on a stretch of data for the
work of interpolating many times. The actual comparieon depends on lhe number of
operations required by the interpolation algorithm, but in general Smith's method with
interpolation becomes more attractive as the number of fflters one must use increases.

2.2,6.3 Stroboacopic Eampling. Another way of implementing Smith's method -

and the way she herself used - would be to sample the detector output very fast, sey
at 10 kEz, and then to extract a data set at a slower rate (perhaps 500 - 1000 Ez) by
selecting from the sampled points those points closest in time to the places one ideally
would wish to sarnple. This is a far faster procedure than interpolating, and it seens to
me that it would not necessarily be less accurate than a simple interpolation algorithm.
I will call this slroboscopic samplingi we will meet it agaiu wheo we discuss searches
for pulsars, I do not know of any detailed theoretical analysis of it; in particular, one
would lile to understmd what it does to the noise backgtound. One also has to be
careful about aliasing problems. The idea, at least in astronomy, seerns to go becl to
Horowitz (1969), who devised it for optical searches for pulsars.

2.2-6.4 Comparison with matched flltering. It may well be that for 1000 fll-
ters, Smith's me{,hod will be more efficient than fiItering. Eowever, it has at least two
signifi cant disadvantages over filtering:,

1. It is restricted only to loohog for the Newtonian coalescing binary signal: even
any corrections (such as for post-Newtoniaa efiecte) will have to be searched lor
by filtering the sampled data sets, and the sets are essentially useless in eearches
for other kinds of signals that we may wish to frlter from the data.

2. Signals with the same coalescence time but different rnass parameters will enter
the obserrin6 wiadow (""yr.f > 10O Ez) at differeat tines, and this presents a
possible problem that was first pointed out by Earty r,litard. lf ooe decides to
break the data stream into sets of length, ssy, 2-3 s, appropriate to coalescing
1.4M6 neutron stars starting at 100 Ez, then the set will be much too long for
a signal from a binary system of two 14M6 black holes that will coalesce et the
same time. The blacl hole system will have lrequency 24 Bz when the data set
begins, and will be buried in the low-frequency detector noise. When the data
are trmsformed, this noise will be included in the transform, and the signal-to-
uoise ratio will accordingly be reduced. The matched filtering method does not
suffer from this drewbacl, since it fi.lters out the low-frequency noise. It might be
possible to avoid this problem by pre-ffltering the data stream before it is sampled
or interpolated, removing the low-frequency noise (and signal).

Given our present uncertainties about sources, my own prejudice is to use filtering

because of its inherent flexibility; but Smith's method may become important if filtering
places too great demands on the computing system.

2.3.I 
'Why 

the data-analyaie problem ig difficult 
]

There are many possible sources of gravitational radiBtion that essentially radiiate at a

fixed frequency, Pulsers, unstable accreting neutron stars (the Wdgoner mechanism),

and the possible long-term spindown of a newly-formed neutron 6tar are exa$ples. In

some canes, such as uearby known prilsa,rs, we will know ahead of time the freq]uency to

look for and the position oI the source. But mbst continuous Eoutces may have irnknown
fteguenciesg indeed they will only be discovered through their gravitalional waries. I will

first discuss the delectioa problem for sources ofknowa ftequency, and then]consider

seuches for u-nknown sources. Throughout this discussion, the word tpulsar" r{ill stand

for any continuous source with a stable ftequency. The most conplete discussi{n of this

2 2 ]

2.3 Looking for pulsars and othir ffxed-frequency sourdes
I

problem of which I am aware is the Ph.D. thesio of Livas (1987).

observing time:

r^* = (dk)'2 o n(k)-'�l'min. (38)

Using the sa.lne formula for the eflects of the Earth's orbit around the Sun givls a time

roughly 2.8 times as long. The Earth's motion about the Earth-Moon barycenter also
has a significant effect, Since any serious observation is likely to last daya or louger,
the Doppler efiects of all these motions must be removed, even in searchdt for very
low-ftequency signals (10 Ez).

2.3.2 Angular resolution of a pulaar obrervation

The Doppler corrections one has to apply depend on the location of the sourice in tbe

sky. Since the spin axis of the Earth is not parallel to orbital angular momentuin vectors

of its motion about the Sun or Moon, there is no symmetry in the Doppler lproblem,
and everv location on the skv needs its own correction.

If we were on on observing platform that had o ffxed velocity relative to the sfars, md

therefore to any pulsar *e might be looling for, then finding the signal woulil be just

a matter of taLing the Fourier transform of the data aod looking for a peiit at the
known ftequency. This is a special case of matched filteriog, since the Fourief integral

is the sa.rne as the correlation iotegral in Eq. (f8) with the fflter equal to a sinurcid

with the ftequency of the incoming wave. Therefore, the signal-to-noise ratio for an

obsqrvation that lasts a time ?oo. would increase * 4X.', just as in EC. (30). ho*.""r,
the Earth rotales on its axis and rnoves aboul lhe Sun and Moon, and thesC motions
would Doppler-spread the ftequency aud reduce its visibility against the noise.

Eow long do we have to look at a source before it becomes necessaty to correct for the
Earth's motion? If we consider only tbe Earthts rotation for the moment, then in a time
?*. the detector's velocity relative tci th'e source changes by an amount au : O6RoT*.,
where -fi16 is the Earth's radius and O6 its angular velocity of rotation. In a $ource of
frequency /, this produces a chauge 6fo*rt".: rflc. But the ftequency rlsolution
of an observation is A,f.e.",-u. = 2lTa,. The Doppler effect begins to be ipportant
if. Afp4u : Afa,o.-uc. Solving this for Ta, gives ?-",, the maximum utcorrected
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It is of interest to ask how close two points on the sly may be in order to have the same

correctionl this is the sarne as asking what the angular resolution of an observation

might be. Let us first imagine for simplicity thet out detector participates in only one

rotational motion, with angulat velocity O and radius Jl. If two sources are separated on

the sky by m angle Ad (in either azimuth or altitude), then the difierence between lhe

Doppler corrections for the two sources depends on the iliffcrcnce between the changes

in the detectorts velocities relative to the two sources. For small A0 this is Au =

A0n2 KT"b,. Its maximum value ie 2ORAd. Using this velocity chang,e, the argument is

otherwise identical to that given in the previous section, provided that we Leep Au no

larger than 2OR. The result is that

(3e)

The dependeuce of this expression oq ?o6, will be significant when we come to discuss

all-sky searches lor pulsars in Sec. (2.3'5) below, so ii is well to remind ourselves how it

comes about. Thete are two factors of ?06, because as Toe. increasesr (i) our ftequency

resolution increases, Eo we are more sensitive to the Doppler effect; and (ii) the Doppler

velocity change over the observing period becomes larger.

When looking at a source with a ftequency of 1 kEz, then for the Earth's rotation, and

an observation lasting longer than half a day, this gives

(40)

which is about half a degree for a millisecond pulsar. The Earth's motion about the

Earth-Moon barycenter can have a greater effect, falliog to a oiriimum oI 0.002 rad at

two weeks. But this is swamped by the efiect of the Eartb's motion about the Sun,

which gives

A o * u , = l x l o - o (  
f  \ - t  / ? " 0 '  \ - '

t#*-) (6+:) rad' ror r*' ( 1 x 107 s' (41)

This reaches a minimum of about 0.2 arcsec for a millisecond pulsar observed for 4

months. Even at 2 weeks this motion gives a resolution of 2 x 10-6 rad, much finer thm

the Earth-Moon motion gives. so the orbital motion of the Ea.rth always dominotes the

Earth-Moon motion. But it does not dominate the Earth's rotation for short times: up

to about 20 hours the fimit is given by Eq. (40)'

For observations longer than about a day, the Earthts orbital motion therefote affords

the better mgulu resolutioo, but it also makes the most stringent demands on applying

ihe corrections. In particulu, uncerlainties in the position of the pulsar beiug searched

for, orbilal motion of the pulsar in a binary system' proper motion of the pulsar (c.g',

a transverse velocity of 150 km/s at 100 pc), or unpredicted changes in the period

[anything larger than an accumulated fractional change Lf lf of 10-ro(//f kHz)-tl vill

all require special techniques to compensate for the way they spread the ftequency out

over more than the freqrrency resolution of the obscrvation.

l l
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2.3.3 The technologr of performing long Fourier trangforme

We shs,ll see thet there a,re several different strategies one can adopt to sea.tch for

pulsars, whether known atread of time or not, but all of them can involve performing

Fourier transforms of large data sets. It will help us compare the efficiencies of difierent

strategies if we fust lootr at how this might be done.

If one imagines that the observatioq lasts 10t s with a sampling rate of 1 kHz, then one

must perform an FFT with roughly 10ro data points. This requires roughly 3Nlo52 lV

opetations fot N = 2st =l-T x 10Io. This evaluates tol.7 x 10rr operations per FFT'

Given the 50 Mflops computer we required earlier for filtering for coalescing binaries,

this would ta.ke about 10 hours. This is not utrreasonable: over 200 FFT3 could be

computed iu the time it took to do the observation.

The real difficulty witb this is the memory requirement: FFT algorithms require access

to the whole dEta set at once. To achieve these processing Epeeds, the whole {ata set

would have to be held in fast memory, all 20 Gbytes of it. Unless there is a revolution

in fast memory technologt, it does not seem likely that this will be possible, at least not

at an a.fiordable level. One could imagine being able to store the data on e couple of

l0-Gbyte read/write optical discs, and theu using a mass-storeFFT algorith-" which

uses clever paging of data in and out of store. This would still be very slor, but its

exact speed would depend on the computer system.

one method of calculating the Fourier transform would be to split the data set rup into

M chunls ofleogth tr, each chunk being small enough to fl into core. By performing

FFTs on data sets of leugth .L it is possible to calculate the contribution of eacli subset

to the total lransform. It is not hard to show that the work needed to construct the full

transform ftom these individual setc is about M times the work needed to do it as a

single set (see, c.9., Eocling f gsg). With a. rnernory limit of 200 Mbytes and a rbachine

capable of 50 Mflops, it might be possible to do one or two Fourier transformr in tbe

time it takes to do the observation. With the same memory in a machine capable of I

Gflop, one could do 40 Fourier transforms in the same time. These are big numbets for

memory aod performance, but they may be *ithin reach of the interferometer projects

by the time they go on-line. The numbers become everr rnore tractable if we are looking

for a pulsar under 100 Ez: with a data rate of only 100 Ez, say, the worl for a given

number M of subsets goes down by a factor of about 11. It is clear tha! it is poesible to

trade off tnemory against cPU speed; the technologr of the time rrill dictate how this

trade-ofi is to be made.

If it proves impossible to compute the fuII transform exactly, there ate aPprprimate

methods available, such as to subdivide the full set into M subsets as above, but then

only to compute the powet spectrum of each subcet and to add the power sPectra to-

gether. This reduces the frequency resolution by a (actor of Mr with a propottionate

decrease in the spatial resolution and in the number of different positions that f,n obser-

vation might need to search. It also reduces the signal-tonoise ratio of the observation.

It is likely that techniques developed for radio pulsar searches (Lyne 1989) will be rrseful

here as well.

Ad-fl".max(T,#)

a,,.^ i^=i o, ($;)-' rad,



2.3.4 Detect ing known pulsars

The earLiest example of using a wide-band detector to search for a known pulsar is the

experiment o{ Hough, el al (1983), which set an upper limit of ll < 8 x 10-2I on radiation

from the millisecond pulsar, PSR L937+2L4. Future interferometers could better this

limit by many orders of magnitude, but tbey will have to do long observing runs (some

107 s) to achieve maximum sensitivity, The analysie of the vast amoust of data such

experiments will generate poses greater problems for analysis thaa those we addressed

for coalescing binaries.

Let us assume that we know the locatiou and frequency of a pulsar, ald we wish to

detect its radiation. lVe need to make a correction for lhe Doppler efiects from the known
position, or from sevetal contiguous positions if the positioo is not known accurately

enough ahead of time. One might be tempted [o approach this problem by ffItering,
u fot coalescing binaries. But because of the computational demands, this is not the
best method. Much better is a numerical version of the standard radio technique called
heterodyninf , followed by stroboscopic samp[trg.

2.3.4.1 Difflcultiee with filtering for pulsars. Let us consider first why filtering

is unsuitable. ln this context a fflter is just a sinusoidal signal Doppler-shifted to give

the expected arrival time of any phase at our detector. If only one rotational motion of

our detectors were present, and if the observalion were to last several rotation periods,

then only points separated in the polar direction would need separate filters: points

separated io azimuth have waveforms'that are simply shifted in time relative to one

another, and so correlating tbe data in time with only one filter would ta.ke care of all
such points. This might be useful even for a pulsar of kqown position, eince it might

not be known to the accuracy of Eqs. (a0) or (+1).

Eowever, our detectors participate in at least llrree rotational motions about difierent
centers, aud the observations will probably last only e fraction of a period of the most

demanding motion, the solar orbital one. This means that filters lose one of their

principal advaotages: searching whole data sets for similar signals arriving at diflerent

times.

Filtering requires that at least three FPTs oflong data sets must be performed: of the

fi.ltet, of 15g 5"-pled data, and of their ptoduct to find the cortelation. Even for a well-

known source, there will have to be several fi.lters, because the phase of the wave as it

arrives will not be predictable, nor will its poluization. The phase of the wave depends

on exactly where tbe radiating'lump' on the pulsar is. A given detector will respond

to the two independenl polarizalions differently as it moves in orbit around the Sunl

the polarization will genetally be elliptical, but the proportion of the two independent
polarizations and the orientation of the spin axis are uukaowi. Each of these variables

must be filtered for, and each filter needs two more FFTs (the data set needs to be

transformed only once).

2I am isdebted to Jinr Eough and Hany Wud for suggcting this method. The details in tbis section

ate bued on conversations with thcm and sith Normas MrKeuzie, Tim Nicbaucr, aod Roland Schillirg.

lf the sourcets position and/or frequency are not known accurately, then evef more

frlters will be required, each adding two further FFTs. Given the problems we faw we

might have with FFTs, this could be a costly procedure. 
i

2.3.4.2 Heterodyne detection. Suppose the frequency of the prrlsar i" ;rl in th"

barycentric ftame (Solar System rest fra.me). Theu Doppler efiects of the Eatth'r Frotion

plus uacertainties in the pulsar's frequency and its rate of charge will require uE lto look

in a narrow ta.oge of hequencies (/0, .fo * A/) containing /". The idea un{etlying

heterodyning is that if the data contain a sinusoidal signal of ftequency /,

' ( r ) : s i n ( / l +d ) ,

where { is a possible phase, then il we mdliply the signal by a 'carrier"

frequency /" in the bandwidth, the result can be written as

sin(/"r)r(r ) : I -" t , t  -  l " ) ,+Ot+|- ,111+/")r+dl .  r

We may choose /" so that the difierence frequency ! - f. iswithin a U"oa-ihrn a/

about zero, and yet it coutains all the information ("mp51o6" and phase) of the original

sigoal. By filtering the resultant data set down to that bandwidth about thC origin,

and then re.sampliug it at its (now much lower) Nyquist ftequency, one can prfdnce a

data set containing many fewer points that witl stil contain all the informatiof in the

original band of frequencies. This set will be easier to apply Fourier transforms ltq tha!

the original.

The saving in size is of order 6J / f, ot 1 x l0-{ for the Doppler broadening due to

the Earth's orbital motion. This woulil reduce the typical data eet discusse{ in the

previous section dowa from 10ro points to 106. This is of a size that can reasonably be

handled on our 50 Mflops computer: an FFT can be done in a matter of secdnds, so

that complicated filtering and searches for siguals become practical without ocpensive

computing machinery.

Wlen one looks at the details of how to implement heterodyning, one has to worry

about how the noise is affected and how the procedure can be done with minimrlm cost'

Much more worl needs to be done on this question, but two possible implemehtations

might be as follows. The first step in both is to fllter the data stream with a trarrow

band-pass filter that allows only the required bandwidth through. This is to ensirre that

subsequeut steps do not iuttoduce uoise (or signals) ftom other regions of the spectrum

into our bandwidth.

In the first implementation, the next step would be to Eultiply by the heterodyne carrier

with ftequency !. = fo, i.c. at the lower edge of the bandwidth. This will enstrre that

noise ftom outside the baadwidth is not heterodyned. This allows the bandpriss frlter

to be imperfect, as it must be if it is not to involve prohibitive amounts of co4puting:

it will perhaps need to fall ofi by a factor of l0 within a distance ol A,f 12 of t$e edges

of the band. Then a low-pass filter needs to be applied to get rid of the sum freduencies

/" lt- /. TLe resulting data set is still running at the rate of 10 kHz or so, but all lwe want

sinqsoid of
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is a narrow band, perhaps less than ooe Eertz, about zero frequency. By sttoboscopically
sompling [defined in Sec. (2.2.6.3)] this set at a rate equal to the appropriate Nyquist
frequency (zal) in the baryceutric ftame for signals arriving from the pulsar's direction,
one can produce a data set that is ot osce small and Doppler-corected. This sampling

. iFvolves accepting only one point in every 10. or so.

The alternative implementation, which might be even faster, is based on a ruggestion of
Norman Mackeqzie. This is to apply stroboscopic sampling (at a slow rate /. near the
Nyquist rate) directly fo the data set after it has been put through the band-pass filter
but before heterodyning. This may be thought of as heterodyning by aliasing: what
appears in the low-frequency spectrum of the sampled data set is the aliased sigoal. The
aliasing condition is that an original frequency / will appear;o g5q e^mpled set at a
frequency | - nf,, where n is an integer. By choosing n and J, appropriateln it should
be possible to alias the required range of frequencies into a range Dear zelo, without
introducing extrarleous noise. If the sa.mpliug is done at a rate equal to the phase a.rrival
rate for a constant frequency in the barycentric frame at the pulsa,rts position, it will
make all the necessaly Doppler corrections automatically. Because thie is potentially a
very fast method, it deserves more study.

Further refinements caa be made. For instahce, in the first heterodyniug implemen-
tation, one should multiply independently by two carriere 90 degrees apart iu phase,
and then add the resultant difference signals with a similar 90 degree phase shift, This
reinforces the signal but adds the two independent quadratures of uoise together inco-
herently, so that the uoise is reduced by 14 relative to the signal.

Moreover, once a 'slowt data set (itear zero frequency) is produced, it may still be
necessary to do quite a lot of work on it to extract a pulsar signal. one will have to
correct for uncertainties in the pulsar position (and bence in the stroboscopic so-pling'rate), 

for changes in the pulsar's intrinsic frequency during the observatioi period, for
possible proper motion or binary motion effects, for the changing orientation oI the
detector relative to the pulsar direction, and so on.

llowever, regardless of which of the two types of heterodyning implementations turos
out to be best, the general principle is clear: if we are only interested in a bandwidth
A/ about a frequency .fp, then we should be ible to deal with a data set s.-pled at
an efrective rzle 2L,l rather than 2lo. The resultant savings in computing efrort make
it possible to contemplate on-line searches for a few selected pulsa.rs with computing
resources that are no larger than are needed for filtering for coalesciug bina.ries.

2.3.5 Searching for unknown pulsars

Oue of the most interesting and important observations that interferometers could make
is to discover old nea.rby pulsars or other continuous n'ave soulces. There may be
thousands of spinning neutron stars - old dead pulsars - for each currently active
one. The nearest may be only tens of parsecs away. But we would have to conduct an
all-sky, all-frequency search to ffnd them. We shall see in this section that the sensitivitv
we can achieve in such a search is limited by comprrter technology.
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The central problem is the mrmber of independent points on the sky that h.{ve to be
searched. As we saw in Eq. (39), the angula.r resolution increases as the eqrid.re of the
observing time, so the number of patches on the sky increases as the fourth pciwer. For
observations longer than 20 hours, Eq. (41) implies

ffpr.r.r = atr/(h,o)z = r.3 x 10,! (*r)'(#:). (42)

We will now loo& at what seeras to me to be tbe most efficient method of searchiug
these patches.

2.3.5.L The barycentric Fourier transform. The signal ftom a simfle pulsa.r
(i.c. ooe that does not have added complications like a binary orbit, a rapid a[iudown,
or a large proper motion) would stand out as a strong peak if we were to cofopute its
Fourier transform with respect to the time of arrival of the waves at the baryceuter
of the solar system, which we take to be a convenient inertial ftame, In this]sectiou I
ehall look at the relationship between this transform and the raw-data transform with
respect to time at the detector, which relationship depends oo the directioo. lee assusre
for the pulsar. I also look at the relationship between the ba.tycentric transforms of the
same signal on two difierent assumptions for the pulsar position.

We shall need some notatioo. Let t3 be the time that a given part of the pulsar signal
arrives at the detector. I'et t5(0,$rta) be the time that the sa.rne signal would arrive
at the barycenter if it comes from a pulsar at angular position (0, {). Let c{t3) be the
signal itsell at the detector and .15,(15) the signal at the barycenter. Note that'

"rpop,6,tn71: ra(ta),

by definition. The relation betreen'the two time scales is given by

t c = h I k ( e , $ , t d ) ,

where the function Ic is slowly varying in time for our problem,

lffl*'
due to the slow velocities that the Earth participates in, The inverse of Eq. (4S) is

(44)

(45)

The exact forms of the functions g and & are complicated, but they need not concern
rrs here.

t a= t6 tg (0 ,$ , l s ) .

Again the derivative ofg is small. From the definition it is eviden! that

s(0,,1, tt) = - bIq, 6, h + s(0, 6, tE)1.



where we define
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Now we wish to find the relation between the Fourier transform of rr and that of la
with respect to their respective local times. For a given set of detector data, we have

i{h,0,6) = 
!' ult{0,6)le-2'irb,'dt6,

: 
I:s1(ta)e-r*ilc't l1r,

= l:ll* r4yr1"n,,,t.61rl o-*ihct71r,

= l- en{h)^(o,6,fa, ft)afa,

^(0,,i, fa, fi - 
!- ""'r,',1',1"-z*;!c\1rr.

The inverse of this relation is obtained by a simple permutation of indices:

ia(.fa) : ll t,{D"{t, o, fa, fidh,

where the kernel here is

3 0 ,

'where we define the "stepping" kerue! g by

q(t, 6', l ' i o, 6, f) : !- mg, +, t", f ')n(O,'i, l ', !)d!' -

It (g ,6') is close to (d, /), theo the kernel g should be sharply pea.L.ed in

t = f'. ln fact, it is easy to show from the inverse properties that

q(0,6,1';0,6,t) = 6(/ - f ') V e' 6.

2.3.5.3 The etepping method. The way to do an all-sky seatch u"e" injftct the

converse of the last statement. In order to convert the baryceutric Fourier traniform lor

a source at one posilion to that at another, one must do the integral given in Fq. (St).

If the two positions are adjacent patches on the sky, then by definition tbe function

9 will be only (at least on average) two frequency bins wide, so that oae can lproduce
the barycentric transform for the second patch ftoo that for the first by a cdfculation
tfing of order N operations, where JV is the nutnber of data points. This can l]epreseat
a signiftca.nt saving over doing stroboscopic s.-pling and an fFT for each patlh. This
is particularly true for large data sets that exceed the core memory capacity of the

computer, because FFT algorithnson such data sets will be very much slonler. The
preseot method does not sufier ftom this drawback because - after the first baiycentric

transforrn has been computed - it does not require the whole transform to bU hdd in

meriory at once. I ehall refer to this method as depping cround llc rrty.

2.3.6.4 Depth of a search as a function of computing po,yer. We lm now

(46)

(47)

(48)

(4e)

(50)n(0, 6, ft, It) - t- 
",., h,.lt.l "-2,;!at, 4rr.

..These equations allow us to find the barycentric transform ftom the detector transform,
and vice-versa. In priuciple, by applying Eq. (aZ) to the Fourier trausform of lhe
detector data one produces a transform io which the signal from a pulsa.r at a given
.position should stand out much more strongly. In practice, if one only wants to do this
for a few croes, it is much more eftcient to use stroboscopic sampling, which efiectively
computes Eq. (a0) by selecting the appropriate values of the integrand. However, when
searching the whole sky for pulsars this would involve more work than the method of
the next section.

2.3.5.2 Barycentric transforms for nearby locatione. If one has computed the
baryceutric transform i5 for some location on the sky, the quickest way to find che
transform for a nea.rby location is to ffnd a direct transformation of i6, rather than to
start again with .r1 or i7. In this ma'net o'e can compute i5 for one location and then
tstepn around the sky from there. we derive in this section the appropriate equations.

Consider two locatious (drl) and (0'r$'). We wa"nt jr at (0,r5,) in terms of that at
(d,/). From Dqs. (a7) and (a9) we have

assemble what we know and make ag assessmrnt of lhe computin6 power reguired to

ma&e a search of a given sensitivitn at least by the method of stepping descritied here.

From Eq. (a2) the number oI patches on the sky is

Npor"r,.. = r.3 x 1o,r (+*r)'(#:).

The date set will have a length

Na,:2' 'o'" ($;) (#:) poinrs,

provided we interpret I as the highest observable ftequency, so we sarnple {t a rate
2f. lf.lhe stepping operation between adjacent patches requires l0 real floating poiut

operations per data point, then we need to perform

i{fi,g',6') = llir<t"l^(d,i,, fa, Ji)dla,

| : k 5ff 5, g, g)n (0, g, f a, f t)m (il, g', t r, I l) dl adl t,

I- tr7',, t, o)r(o', 6', fi; o, 6, fiith, (51) N1t pt op, : 2.5 xtr- (*r) (#:)'
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floating point operations to search the whole sky.

In order to do repeatable searches, it must be possible to analyze the data in roughly
to time it takes to take it. lf the computer speed is called s, measured in floating point
operations performed per second, theq the time it takes to perform Nltptop, operations
is N 1t pt "e, f s s. Ignoring overheads due to other factors, we therefore find ihaf the time
to analyze the data is

ron.,v..:2.s x 10rs (*r)'(#:)'(_*u*,)-' "

By equating ?"'"ry" and To6., we obtain the maximum observation time a.llowed bv a
computer of a given speed:

information, detectors must operate in coincidence. I will consider in this s,i:ction the
simplest method of coordinated observation: exchanging lists of events detected in in-

that, if the threshold is set so that a network would havea four-way false alarm 1pnly once

uupresr merno(l or coofdrtrated observatlon: exchanging lists of events detected in in-
dividual detectors. I have elsewhere (schutz lggg) called this the "threshdd moden
of network data aaalysis, because each detectorts criterion for an .eventr is that its
"-plitude crosses a pte-set threshold.

3.1 Threshold mode of data analysis

we have seen in Sec. (2.r.2) how the thresholds can te determined. once eients have
been identified by the on-line computer - eitber in the time-series of datf directly
ot by filtering - it is important that the data from these events be brouchi tocether
ard analyzed as quickly as possible. If the event is a supernova, we have "-olrsidlrably
less than a day befiore it mighttecome bright enough to be seen opticallr, {d optical
astronomers need to be told of it as quickly as possible. lf the event is r ioalescing
binary, there may be even more urgency: the absence of an envelope *orod I neutron
stan means thal any radiation emitted may come out with much less detay than in a
supernova. since we lnow so little about what such events lool like, it would bp valuable
to have optical telescopes and orbiting X-ray telescopes observe the region of the event
as quickly as possible.

The rapid exchange of data is certainly possible: with modern computer neiworls, it
w_ould be easy to arange that the on-line computers could automatically circulate fists
of events and associated data periodicallS such es every hour. we shouli bear in mind

r^* = 4.4",r. (#) 
"' 

(-#*,)"' s. (53)

i

I

t
I
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This is about 12 hours for a 100 Mflops computer analyziug data for millisecond pulsars
(up to I kEz)' If we lower our sights and try to sea.rch for pulsars ,rnder iOo Ez
(still very interesting), we can ruq for about 3 days. Asother improvement comes
from making a narrow-band search. This is attractive *yway, since narrow-banding
enhances the detector's sensitivity in the bandwidth. In a narrow-band search one would,
use heterodyning to reduce the size of the data set. For a baqdwidth B, the a:ralogue
of Eq. (53) is

r^o" = 2.7, ro' (#) ."' (h)-"' (_#**)"". (54)

This is better, but still permits only about 2.4 days of observing in a narrow bandwidth
at  1 kHz.

''The actual figures given here may change with the invention of more efficient algorithru,
but what is not likely to change is that the minimum number of operatious fer patch
on the sty scales linearly with the number of data points. This meass in turn thot the
permissible observation time will grow only as the fourth root of the computer speed.
Even worse, since the sensitivity one cau reach in I scales as ihe square root of the
observation time, the fimits on h will scale as the crgltl root of the computer speed!
changing from a desktop computer capable of 0.r Mflops to a supercomputer capable
of 10 Gflops improves one's limits on h by ouly a factor of 4.

This is the central problem of the all-sky search for pulsars: it is quite possible to run
detectors lor several months gathering data, and this will probably be done to search
for known pulsars, but computing power limits any all-sky, all-frequency search for
unknown pulsars to periods of the order of days.

3 Combining Lists of Candidate Events from Dif-
ferent Detectors

unlil now I have kept the discrrssion to the analysis ofone detector's data, but it is clear
that for the best signal-to'noise ratio and for the extraction of comnlete astronhvsical

per ye'r at a data rate of I kEz, then each detector will see a spurious noise-i5enerated
event three times per second! It will be impossible to distinguish the real e"-ents from
tbe spurious until the lists of events from the various deteltors are compaied. The
initial lists need not contain much data, so links over the usual data netwlrks will be

wLat sort of data must be exchanged? If the event is seen in a fi.lter, the rist should
indude the nmplitude of the event, the parameters of the best-fit filter, and in agreed
measure of the time the signal urived at the detector (such u when a coalescing binuy
signal reached some ffducial frequency, c.9. 100 Ez). lt will probably al"o be nl"e""".y
to ioclude calibratiou data, as the sensitivity of interferometers will probabiy chaoge
froS 

lime 
to time. If the signal has a high sigual-to-uoise ratio, then it may be desirable

to indude other information, such as its correlation amplitude with other filler;, or even
the raw unfiltered data containing the signal. The feasibility of this will depend upon

fast enough at this stage.

the bandwidth of available communication chaouels.

when it went below tbreshold.

once likely coincidences among detectors have been itlentified, it will then be usefirl to
reouest the on-line comnrrters to <cnrl nrrl mnrp.l.r:ila.l i.f^'-.li^- .1,^.,f tt,- -^l^^.^r

If the event is a broadband burst seen iu tte time-series, then it will be even more
important to exchange the raw data, along with timing and calibration information.
If raw-data exchange is impossible, then at least some Jescription of the event will be
needed, such as wbeu it first crossed the threshold, when it reacbed its maximum, and
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candidate coincidences. Since these requests will be rarer, it will not overburden the

communicatioqs networls to exchange raw dsta aad more complete calibration infor-

matiou for the times in question. lf the evente then still seem signiffcant, they should

be broadcast to other astronomers and analyzed more thoroughly at leisure'

3.2 Deciding that a gravitational wave has been detected

The question that underlies all of the present atticle is, how do we decide that a gravita-

tional wave has actually arrived? Various of our topics, such as the construction and use

of filters and the setting of appropriate thresholds, are importaot components of such a

decision. What want to stress in this section is thot the laser interferometer community

must make sure that it has well-defined criteria for acceptiug a gravitational wove event

as real, md a well-defined procedure for modifying and updating these criteria, bclore

it begins observing in earnest.

The first detection of a gravitational wave will be such a momentous event tbat - if it
occurs in an interferometer network - those who operate the netvork should leave no

room for doubt that lhe event was well above the threshold expected of known noise

sources during the time of observation. If criteria are established ahead of time, thete

can be uo question that they have beeu "adapted" to the data; convetsdy, if criteria fior

gravitational wave detection are formulated after looting at the data, there is always

doubt that the events that are thea identified really have the significa.nce that might be

claimed for them.

In this connection, one should not n6ively believe that because an unerpected event

has a signal-to-noise ratio that would give it a small probability p of arising by chance,

.!hen that automatically means that the probability of ite being real is correspondingly

high. It is very hard to ma.Le an accurate calculation of p, since it involves not only the

modelled ncisc but also unmodelled noise and even the circumstances of an experiment.

Some Bayesian-type criterion, which involves ar c priori estimate of the probability

that the candidate event would be real, should also be used in such circumstances.

This is not to say that tbere should be no criteria for accepting unexpected events or

unpredicted waveforms. Provided the signal-to-noise ratio of such events is high enough

and they have been processed in the same way as all other data, there should be no

problem accepting them. But when the signal-to-noise ratio is relatively small and/or

the data have been processed in a way thal had not beeq agreed ahead of time, there

is considerable.danger of accepting false alarors as real.

What can and should be done, however, if unusual events with marginal signal-to-noise

ratio are seen, is that new criteria can be adopted to look for them in subsequent data. If
they continue to turn up - or if re-analysis of archived data show them - then they can

be accepted as teal. Similarly, if new theoretical models of gravitational wave soutces

are evolved, they can be incorporated into the criteria. But the cornmunity should

not claim detections befote this second stage of verification. In particular, if there are

marginal and unexpected one-off events apparently associated with rare astronomical

phenomena, then it may not be possible to call them real until they have been seen

again, trowever long ihat may take.

l
j
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4 Using Cross-Correlation to Discover lJnpre{icted
Sources

The threshold mode of analyeis is unsuitable for sorne sources, such as continuqus waves

or weak events that we have not predicted well enough ahead of time to constrrict ftlters
for. In these cases, the (conelation 

mode| is appropriate: using cross-colrelations
between the data streams o[ difieren! detectors.

Cross-correlation has its own problems, however: its signal-to-noise relations o.fe rather
difterent frot filtering, and the different polarizations of different detectors niean that

signals in two different detectors from the same gravitational wave may not ex{ctly cor-
relate. In the next section I will give a general discrrssion o[ cross-correlalion, addressing
the behavior of noise and assuming that the two data streams coqtain the sa4e signal.
One solution to the problem of polarization has been giveu by Gursel & Tinto (1989);
I will discuss their approach in Sec. (4.2).

4.L The mathematica of cross-correlationt enhancinglunex-
pected signals

It is useful to think of cross-correlation as the use of one data streu as a filter to ffnd
things in the other data stream. Thus, if the first stream contains a signal thirt hasn't
beeu predicted, one can still find it in the second. If we adopt tbis point of dew, then
we must lace two important difrerences between matched filtering and cross-cqrrelation
as a [leans of enhancing signal-teooise ratios. These are:

1. The "filtert is noiry. ln fact, in the case of most interest, the signal is {elow the
broad-band noise and the power in the filter is dominated by the noiqe. If we
really had a.u instrument with an infnite bandwidth, then the noise poder would
be infinite and we would never see the signal, In practice, we will see beloly thal we
must filter the data dowo to a finite bandwidth before performing the cQrrelation
in order lo acbeve aa acceptable sig'nal-tenoise ratio. l

2. The "filter" also contains the signal we wish to ffnd, of course, but the implitude
of this part of the fflter is not Lnowo a priori: it is the amplitude of the fncoming
signal. This means that if the incoming sigual is reduced by half, the refponse of
the filter to it will go dowa by a factor of fow. We shall see that this leaids to the
biggest difference between matched filtering and cross-correlation when they ue
applied to long wavetrains: the enhaucement of signal-to-noise in cross-cdrrelation
increases only as the fourth root of the observing time or the number oflcycles in
the signal, not as the square root we found in Eq. (30).

If we have two data streams o1
noise amplitudes nl and n2,

and o2 containing the s'-e signal A but indbpendent

i
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or(l)  :  f t( ,)  + nr(t),  or( l)  = h(l)  + nr(t), (55)
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cross-correlation is

or o oz : /r o lr a n1 o A + rr o nz + nr o nr. (56)

The "signal" is the expectation of this (averaged over both noise amplitudes), which
is just A o a. The variance o[ the correlation, however, is a problem. The final term
contributes

(ln1on2r'�)='f 
',u'ili,t,'i,,i'!i;i'Jl':',"':"":::::'**'

The presence of l,ro delta functious in the integrand males this expression infinite: if
we allow all the noise in tbe detectors to be cross-correlated, theq the variance of the
correlation will swamp the signal. The solution is (i) to f,lterrhe output down to a
suit'able baudwidth B before correleting, aod (ii) to perform the correlition only ovet
a finite stretch of data lasting a time T. If we use a superscript F to denote the filtered
version of a quantitn then the analog of nq o n2 is

r,r(r) = 
lo' nl1t1n!1t'+qat,.

Its variance is

i l /,,(r) l,) = 
l"' l"' l,f{il,|.(y,)nl(y + t)n!.1y, * t)ldydy,.

The key to evaluating this is the expectation

(n|(r)nf(,,)) : , 
I" s{f) cos[2n f(t - t )ldf, (5e)

dominated by Eq. (60) and we have the following expression for the sigoal-to-qoise ratio
of the cross-correlation

correlation signal _ Jbr I AF(a) l, da
cortelation noise lZo! rotrrB71rtt'

This has considerable resemblan+ to the filtering signar-to-noise ratio given iolnq. 1201,
and this justifies and makes precise our notion theicross-correlation cau be thousht of
as using a noisy data stream as the filter. To convert Eq. (20) into Eq. (6r), we mJst (i)
replace the filter in the numerator n'ith the signal /rF that is in the noisy "filter", and
(ii) replace the filter power in the denominator with the noise power of tle noisy iilter,
since we have assumed this power is the largest contributor to the noise.

Bowever, Eq' (01) does not give us the signal-to-noiee ratio for the gravitatidnal wave
signal, since its numerator is proportional to the .rg'crc of the wave Lpttude. This is
the effect that we noted at the beginning o{ this section, that the "filter" amplitude is
proportional to the sigaal amplitude. A better measure of the amplitude signJ-to-noise
ratio is the square root of the exptession in Eq. (01):

(61)

(62)
(57)

(58)

s
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where /1 and fi are the lower and upper limits of the fi.ltered frequency band ( /, =
h * E), and where the factor of 2 arises because uegative frequencies must be iniuded
in the filtered data as well as positive ones. It is a straightforward calculation to show
that, assuming for simplicity that s,(/) has the constant-value o!, over the bandwidth,
then for the most important case 2rflT ) 1 and 2rBT > l.

There are two cases to consider here, long wavetraiss and short pulses.

4.1.1 Long wavetrains

The best signal-to-noise is achieved if we match the observation time ? to the duration
of the signal or, io the case of pulsars, make ? as long as possible. Let us a.Jsume for

Then we fiud

(l / 'r(t) l ') x zo!,o1, BT.

This part of the noise is proportional to the bandwidth of the data and the duration
of the correlation. The duration will us.ally be chosen so that the above cond.itious on
B and ? are satisfied, for otherwise the experiment would be too brief to detect anv
signal that fit within the bandwidth g. The remaining contributions to the variance oi
the cross-correlation come from the second and third terms of Eq. (b6) (strictly, from
their filtered and finite-time analogs). These are just like Eq. (rs), and aid to dq. (oo)
a term equal  to (o!  1 I  c t r , )  Id lhF(t )1,  dt .

The ca-se of most interest to us is where the "raw" signal Ar(t) is smaller than the
time-series noise in the bandwidth B in each detector, nf(t). Then trre variance is

simplicity that the two detectors have the same noise "-plitude, and let us dedote by R
the (rawn 

signal-to-noise ratio of the signal (its amplitude relative to the full,detector
noise in the baudwidth B),

,:&v

fi*1f,ar9^n.
The signal-to-noise ratio increases only as the fourth root of the observar,ion time. If
we are looking at, sar the spindown of a newly formed pulsar, lasting I s, and we
filtet to a bandwidth of I kEz because we don't kno* -Lere to look ior the signal,
then the enhancement facrot (BT/2)t/r is about s: short wavetrains are impro""d, but
not dramatically' If we are looking at a pu.lsar, again in a broadband search with 1
kHz bandwidth, but in an observation lasting 107 s, then the enhance.eqt ofsisn6l-to-
noise is a factor of about 250. This enhaucemeat could be achieved by the {., effect
in a single-detector observation lasting only 3 minutes, for which the data ."ua u"
trivially analyzed. If the single detector is narrow-banded, the time would be even less.
Therefore, cross-correlatiou is not a good way of finding prrlsars.

(60) (63)
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There are other differences between fi.rtering and cross-correlation. since for signals
below the broadband noise (R ( l), we do not know where the signal is in the data
stream used as a lilter, it follows that we carnot determine the time of arrival of thesignal from the correlatiou, apart from a relatively crude determination based upon thepreseuce or absence of correlations between givea data sets of length ?. The correlation
also does not tell us the waveform and thereiore it caanot deterrnine the true "-putrra"
of the signal. It can, however, determine the time-delays between the arrival of brief
events at different detectors.

4.L.2 Short  pulees

Eere one wou-ld set the bandwidth g equal to that of the pulse; if the pu.rse has duration
roughly T = 1/8, aud if again the two detectors have the s".-e nois" "mplitude, tnen
Eq' (62) glves a sitnal-to-noise ratio that is a factor of roughl y 2rra = r.2 smaller thanthe optimrtm that filteriug can achieve. For TB ry 1 our approximations are breaking
down, but it is reasonable that using this noisy filter would reduce the signal-to-noise bya factor of order 2. since in this case flrtering ioes not enhance the signal-to-noise ratio,neither does cross-correlation: if a pulse isloo weak to be seen above the broadband"(bandwidth 

B) noise in one detector, it will not be found by ctoss-correlation.

4.2 Cross-correlating differently polarized detectors

A more sophisticated approach to correlation has been devised by Gursel & Tinto (19g9)
in their approach to rhe signal-reconstrucrion probren, *hi"ii ;ll ;;;;;i"t -"."detail-in sec. (b) below' It worls if there are it 1"".t three detectors in the network.

,I shall neglect qoise for simpricity in describing the method. If we let a .oa 6i" tl"angles describing the position of the source oi the "ky and we use ci, pj, and X; toreptesent tLte latilude, longitude, and orieatation of the i'th detector "".f""iiruly, "oa it
ye have.1o1e definition of polarization of the wayes so that we can describe any wave byits.amplitudes Aa and /r", then the response r = 6t/t of the i'th detector is a function
oI tne lorm

t ; ( t ) :  E l r (0,5,a i ,9 ; ,x ; )h1l t  - " ; (0,6) l *  Ea;(0,g,a; ,p i ,x i ) [x [ t  - r40,6)1,  (64)

yfere r(d' /) is the time-delay between receiving a wave coming ftom the direction
(0'{) ar some standard location and at the positioi of the detectorl we shall define the"standad locationt by setting rr = 0. lye need not be concerned here with the precise
form of the ftrnctions E+:, Ert, and Tj, nor with the exact deffnitions of the various.
ilgres.

The respoose equations of the first two detectors may be solved for A1 and rr" and
substituted into the response equation for the third to predict its respon"e, ir anassumed direction to the source. Let this prediction be r3__.7:

rs-r,a(l) - -[Dr3rs(t - q) + Dxrrr(t ] 4 - rx)lf D e, (65)
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whete D;; is the determinant

D;i = E+;Eri- E,:E+i.

If there were tro noise in the detectors, then for some choice o{ angles d a.n$ { there
would be exact agreement between 13--6 and the actual data from-dete"to"r r, "r-r..
Given the noise, the best one can do is to find the angles that minimize thl squared
difference d(dt {) between the predicted aud observed ."rpoor", during tbe ilter"at ot
observatiool

d(0,6): lo'ln_*,{t)-ry_F"d(t)1, dt. i tuul
Bidfen in the integral for d ye tfe correlation integrals we began with, c.9. / rf ()r11f _
r3)dt. These will normally be the most time-consuming pari of tl" "o-puta'tiJo or a
for various angles, and should usually be d<ine by pFTs. Once the "orrelrtlons ha".
been computed for all possible time derays, they may be used to fiud the milimum of
d over all angles; this will determine the position of tle source. poti"" th"ttiilih" ooir"
is small, this infotmation can then be subctituted bactr into Eq. (6a) ro, tl" n.rt t*o
detectots to find 4..(t) and rr"(t). This reconstructs the signi.'nut ir tr"lro*"" i"
wealer than the noise, then this substitution will give mostly noise. l
The information we have gained about the unpredicted source, even if it is] -eak, is
that it is there: its position is known and its arrival time can be determined r{ughly by
restricting the time-interral over which the correlation integrals """ doou ""J'n airg
the interval during which one gets sigaificant correlations. TIis is enough to i"rt otn""
astronomerg to look for something in the source's position. 

:
The paper by Gursel & Tinto contaips a more sophisticated treatment of ihe noise
than we have described hete, allowiug for fifferent ietectors to have difiereut levels of
noise, and constructing etmost optimdl filrers for tl" ,ig;J" tiJ;"d;;; i'"i..,o,
responses according to where rn their antenda pattern the signal s"Jms-to bf coming
from. They also give the results of extensive simulations ool "rti_"t" ti"J"oof-to_
noise ratio that will be required to give good predictions. This paper ;, ,o iliort""t
advance towards a robust solution of the reconstruction problem. 

' - --i'r-

)
4-3 using cross-correlation to search for a stochasticl back-

ground

Another very important observation that interferometers will make is to ffnd or Jet [mits
upon a background of radiation. This is much easier to do than find.ing discreti-.*."u"
of contimrous radiation, because there is no directioo-ffnding o, ft"quJo"y-ru"j"nrog ,"
do. This problem has been discussed in detail by Michelsonltga7). I 

-

The most sensitive search for a background would be with two detectors oo t]h. .o*.
site, with the s"-e Polarization. Current plans for some installations envision mlre than
one intdrferometer in one vacuum system, which would permit a correlation seaJch. one
would have to take care that common externar sources o[ noise are excluded, eipeciaily
seismic and other ground disturbances, but if this can be done then the t.,oo i"t".ro.,
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should respond identically to any random waves coming in, and should therefore have
the ma:<imrrm possible correration for these waves. The correlation can be calculated
either by direct multiplication o{ the sample<r data poiuts (2rv operations per time
delav between tbe two data sets) or by Fourier traniorm -"tuoai as in sec. (z.r.r;
above' we ue only interested ia the zero-time-delay value of the correlation, Lut in
order to test the reality of the observed correlation, one would have to "ompotu point"
at other time delays, where the correlation is expected to fall ofi. lEow rapidly it faus
off within*easing time delay depends on tbe spectrum of the backiro'nd.j Th" choi"u
of technique - direct multiplication or Fourier transform - will depend on the uumber
of time delays one wishes to compute and the capacity of oners coiputer.
If separated delectors are used, the essentiar physical point is that two separated detec-
tors will still respond to waves in the same way if the waves have a waveiength l mucb
longer than the separation between the detectors. conversely, if the separatiio between
detectors is greater than l/2r, there is a significant loss of correlatioo. It i, important
as well to try to orient the detectors as nearly as possible in the same polarization state.
In order to perform a search at 100 Bz, the maximum separation one would like to
have is 500 km' This may be achievable within Europe, but lt seems most unliLely that
delectors iu the usA will be built this close together. The data anarysis is exactry the
same iui for two detectors on the same site.

Reconstructing the Signal

The inverse problem is the ptoblen oi how to reconstruct the gravitationar wave from
the observations made by a network of detectors. A single delector produces rimited
information about the waveg in pa^tticu-lar, on its own it cannot give directional iniorma--tion and therelore it cannot say what the intrinsic amplitude is. w;tn three detecrors,
however, one carl reconstruct the wave entirely. In tle rast two or three y"""" th".u
has been considerable progress in understanding the inverse problem: see Tinto (r9gz),Dhurandhar & Tinro (1988)., Tinto & DhuranJar (1989), Gursel t fi"tolisarii ",'a
PodTa:., cr 4t (1988). I will su-marize the main ideas as I uaderstand them at prurent,
but this is an area in which much more development is rikely sooo. My thinlini in thissection has been shaped by conversations with Massimo Tinto and Kip Thornel

5.1 Single bursts seen in several detectors

5.1.1 Unf l l tered s ignals

A gravitational wave is described by two constants - the position angles of its sorrc€r
@'6) - and two functions of time - the amplitudes of the two indefendent polariza-
tions rl1(l) and /r1(t). simple couuting arguments give us an idea of how much we can
learn from any given number of detectors, I will ass=ume here that we do not havg u a
priori model (filter) for tbe signal,

For signals that stand orrt above the broaclband noise:

A single detector gives its response r(t) and nothing else. Nothing exait caa be
said about the waves unless non-gravitational data can be used, as from optical
or neutrino detections of the same event.

Two detectors leld two responses and one approximate time delay beiween the
arrival of the wave in oue detector aud its a.trival in the other. Two fu-ictions of
time and one coostaot should not be enough to solve the probrem, aud infeed they
are not. The time delay is only an approximate one, because the two detectors
will generally be responding to different linear combinations of Aa(t) and ["1t;, so
there will not be a perfect match between the responses of the two ietectors, i"o-
which the time delay must be inferred. The time delay will confine the source to
an error-ba.ud about a circle oq the sky in a plane perpendicular to the liire joining
the detectors. The antenna patterns of the detectors can then be used to male
sooe places on this circle more likdy than others, but the unknown polarization
of the wave will not allow great precision here. If the location of the source can be
determined by other means, and if noise is not too large, then the two fesponses
can determine the two amplitudes of the waves.

Three detectors cross the threshold into precision astronomy, at least when the
signals stand out against the broadband noise. Bere we have three fuqctione of
ti'ue (the respouses) and two constants (the time delays) as data, and tr,is should
suffice. As described ia sec. (4) above, correlations o^ong the tr'ee fetectors
can piu down the location of the source and, if noise is oot too important, the
time'dependent amplitudes as welr. In this case, there is tedundaot information
in the data that efiectively test Einstein's predictions about the polarization of
gravitational waves: the waveforms constructed lrom any pair of detectors should
agree with those fron the othet tno pairs to within noise f;uctuations.

5.L.2 Filtered aignals

If noise is so important that filtering is necessarn there is a completery different way
of doing the counting. A given fi.rter yields onry constants as outputs, such as the
maximum value of the correlation and rhe time thi signal arrives (i,a. 

'when 
it best

matches the fflter). It does not give usefur functions o{ ti-u. we can only assume
that the signal's waveform matches the nbestn fi.lter, so instead of two unkaown time-
dependeut amplitudes we will have the response of the firter, the time of arrival, and
a certain number of parameter constants that distinguish the observed wa"eform'from
othets in its family.

Let us concentrate on coalescing binuies. The signal from a coalescing binary is m
$q!fodty 

polarized, rougbly sinusoidal waveform. The filters fo.- " t"*o-p*".-"t""
family, characterized by the mass parameter .iv and the phase of the signi o, as in
Eq. (8)' The parometers we want to dedrrce are: the ampritude tr of th]e signal, the
ellipticity e of its polarization ellipse (r minus the ratio of the minor and maj-crr axes),
an orientation atgle {, of the ellipse on the sky, and the binary's mass paraieter "rv.
From these data we can not only determine the <listance to the sysiem, b't ajso the
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inclination angle of the binary orbit to the line of sight (ftom e) and the orientation of
the orbital plane on the sky (r/).

The mass paraoreter v1,{ will be determined independently in each detector, and of couree
they will all agree if the event is real. Each detector in addition contributes lhe response
of the filter, the phase para.meter, and the time of a.rriwal; these data must be used to
deduce the five constants {0,$rhre,t!1. Eere is how various numbers of detectors ca.u
use their data:l

r one detector does not have enough data, so it can only ma&e average staternents
about the amplitude.

o Two detectors provide four useful data: two respo.ses, ooe phase difiereoce, and
one time delay. (only rhe differenccs between the piasesld dmes of arrival I
matter: the phase and time of arrival at the first detector are functions of the
history of the source.) If the two detectors were identically polarized, the phase
difference would necessarily be zero. A nonzero pha.. diffureo"u arises because the
two principal polarizations in an ellipticaly polarized wave are g0" out of pbase, so
i{ the detectors respond to different combinations of these two porarizations, they
will have different phases. with four data chasing five unkno*nl, the solution will
presumably be a oae.dimensional curve on the sky, but the proll"- has uot yet
been studied from this perspective.

o Three detectors have sevea data: three respo'.ses, two phase difierences and lwo
time delays. The two time delays are sufficient to place the source at either of
the intersections of two circles on the sky. For eitherlocatiou, the three respomes
determine /r, e, and ry'.- Presumably the phase difierences would be consistent only
wi,th one of these positions, thereby solving the problem uniquely and inciden_

. ,tt providing the phase difrerences as a teJ of general relativily's model for the
polarization of gravitatioual waves.

6 Data Storage and Exchange

Although the amount of data generated by a four-detector network will be huge, I
would argue strongly that our present ignorance of gravitational wave sources makes it
important that the data should be archived in a foroi that is relativery unprocessed, and
kept for as long a time as possibre, certainly for several years. It -oy t" trnt o"* uod
unexpected sources of gravitatiooal waves will be found, which willmake it desirable
to go over old data and re-filter it. It may arso be that new classes of events wilr be
discovered by their electromagnetic radiatioa, possibly with some considerabre delay'
after the event would have produced gravitational waves, and a retrospective search
would be desirable. In any case, we have arready seen thai it will be important to

f f i p rev i ousooe Ihaveg i vcn , c . ' . s chu t z (19s9 ) . I n t hae Ibad
trot yet app'ecitrtcd lhc importaoce of being ablc to detcrmiuc tf,c phae parmetei indcpcodcntly of theiine of atrival' This extra iuformation matt it pmible to colve thc inverec ptotrlem with fcrcr detectorsihan I had prcviously belicved.

exchange essentially raw data between sites for ctoss-correlation searches for Lunkoown
events- once exchanged, it is presumably alieady iu a lorm in which it can be stored.

6.1 Storage requirements

we have seeo in the introduction that a networtr could generete b000 optical discs
or videotapes per yeaf,. Data compression techniques and especially the disjarding of
most o{ the housekeeping data at times when it merely indicated that the detLctor was
working satisfaclorily could reduce this substantially, perhapd by as much aJ a factor
of four. The cost of the storage media is not necessarily trivial. while videotapes are
inexpensive, optical discs of large capacity could eost l2b0k at preseot prices lwhich
will, hopefulln come dowa). Added to this is the cost of providing " "uilabte "iorog"
roornr personnel to supervise the store, and equipment to make access lo the data easy.

6.2 Exchanges of data among sites

We have already seen how impottant it will be to cross-correlate the raw datel streus.
At a data rate of some 100 Lbytds per second, or even at 30 kbytes per second if the
data volume is reduced as described above, one would hsve ari"utty using standard
international dato uetworks. But these networls are being constantly rrpg"-"ld"d, uod
so in five yeare the situation may be cousiderably difrerent: it nai be 

-pofsible, 
at

reasonable cost, to exchange short high-bandwidth bursts ofdata re8ularly vii optical-
fiber-to-satellitetooptical-fiber routes. Alternativery, a cheaper solution -iihibe to
exchange optical discs or videotapes physicalln accepting the inevitable dela!. If lsts
of filtered events were exchanged on e.rectronic data networks, theu there mag be less
urgency about exchanging the full data sets. 

',

6.2.t Protocols, analyeis and'archiving

It will be clear from our discussion that exchanging and joiutly analysing data will
require careful plrn"ing and coordiuation aruong all the groups. Discussionslo this end
are in a rudimentary stage now, but could soon be formalized more. Besides d"di"ioo" oo
compatible hardwa.re, software, data formats and modes of exchange, there are i number
o{ npolitical" questions that need to be resolved belore observations begid.i we are
dealing with data that the groups involved have spent literalry decades of their lcieDtific
careerg to be in a position to obtain, and the scientific importance of actual obslrvations
of gravitational waves rill be momentous. euestions oflairness and proprieta[y rights
to the data could be 8 source of considerable friction if they are oot Jl"*ly iecided
ahead of time. A model for some of these decisions could be the protocols .inpt"a uy
the GRAVNET network of bu aotennas, described elsewhere ia this volume. Oth.,
models might be international vLBI, or large particle-physics collaborations. r

Someo f t heques t i ons tha tneed tobeadd resseda re :
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r how much data needs to be exchanged;
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. what groups have the right to see and analyze the data of other groups and what
form of acknowledgement they need to give when they use it;

o what powers of veto groups have over the use of their data, for example in publi-
cations by other peoplel

o how loirg the proprietary veto would last before the data become npublic domainn
(the funding agencies will presumably apply prescrr.re to allow ready access to the
data by other scientists after some reasonable interval of time);

o how long the data need to be archived.

Given the volume of data and the logistical complications of multi-way exchanges of it,
it may be attractive to estab[sh one or more joint data analysie and archiving centers,
These could be particularly attractive as sites for any la.rge computers dedicated to
the pulsar-search problem. These would collect the data aod store it, a.ud perform the
cross-correlations that can only be done with the full data sets on hand.

7 Conclusions

In this review I have set out what I understand about the data analysis problem as of
September 1989. Evidently, the field is covered very non-uniformly: coolescing bina-
ries have received much more attention tlan pulsars or stochastic Eoluces so far, and

.. protocols for data exchange are something mainly for the future.

Nevertheless, it is clear that quesiions of the type we have discussed here will infiuence
in an importaut way decisions about the detectors: how many there will be, where
they will be located, what their orientations will be, what weights one should apply
to the various important parameters affecting their sensitivity (c,g,, length, seismic
isolation, laser power) when deciding how to apportion limited budgets to attain the
maximu.n sensitivity. other questions that I have not addressed will also be important,
particululy choosing the particular recycling conffguration most suitable to serching
for a given class of sources

From the present perspective, it seems very lilely that in ten years or 6<r a number
of luge-scale iuterferometric detectors will be operating with a broadband sensitivity
approaching 10-22. The data should contain plenty of coalescing binaries and at least
a few supernovae; but the most exciting thing that we can look forward to is the
unexpected: will this sensitivity suffice [o discover completely unanticipated sources?
The best way to ensure that' it does is to make sure that our data-analysis algorithrns
aud data-exchm6e protocols ue adequate to the taskl given the enormous efforts beiug
made by the hardware groups to develop the detectors, and the considerable amount
of money thal will be required to build them, it is importanl that development of the
dala-analysis tools not be left too late. Solutions to data-analysis problems must be
) ^ . . ^ l ^ ^ ^ )  : -  - ^ - - i l ^ t  - . : r L  l ^ r ^ ^ . ^ -  t ^ - t . _ - t ^ _ . .
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